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Summary 

 

Genetic variation is a prerequisite for evolution. The present thesis examines how genetic 

diversity arises and is maintained. The thesis can be divided into two subprojects, 

addressing neutral and functional genetic variation, respectively. In the first subproject, 

germline mutation patterns on the presumably non-functional microsatellite locus HrU10 

were investigated. By sequencing observed mutations uncovered by microsatellite length 

typing, a significant association between microsatellite length and number of interrupting 

motifs (sequence motifs deviating from the repeated core unit) was found. Moreover, a 

majority of the mutations revealed homoplasic alleles. This result may imply a general 

caution in population genetic studies where genotypes are based on allele sizes only. In a 

comparative analysis of HrU10 mutations in six species of swallows, the following sex 

specific patterns in HrU10 mutability were found: (i) Mutations in long alleles were 

typically attributed to male germlines and mutations in short alleles were most pronounced 

in female germlines. (ii) Mutations in the male germlines were significantly biased for 

expansions while no such effects were uncovered in female germlines. These results 

indicate fundamental dimorphism in male and female gametogenesis with respect to 

slippage mutations.     

The aim of the second subproject was to study the polymorphism at genes of the 

Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC). The gene products of the MHC are important 

for immune response and subsequently individual fitness. First, the polymorphism at exon 

2 in bluethroat (Luscinia svecica) MHC class II genes was assessed. The results revealed at 

least eleven different loci, and the amino acids involved with antigen recognition were 

subjected to significant diversifying selection. MHC class IIB (MHCIIB) exon 2 sequences 

from the thrush nightingale (L. luscinia) were also analyzed for comparison. Phylogenetic 

analyses indicate an ancestral origin of some of the polymorphism uncovered at the 

MHCIIB exon 2. Secondly, a standardized multispecies genotyping strategy was developed 

to estimate MHC diversity at eight closely related passerine species with known levels of 

promiscuity. Interestingly, an association between MHCIIB exon 2 diversity and 

promiscuity levels was identified. This result may indicate that promiscuity in passerine 

birds is a mechanism creating MHC diversity, and consequently promoting offspring 

immunological quality.            
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General introduction 

 

Modern systematics, taxonomy and evolutionary biology are to a major extent studied at a 

molecular level. To make such studies possible, particular genetic characteristics are 

fundamental for categorizing biological units. Specific genetic features make it possible to 

classify molecular traits present at an individual, population or species level. 

Understanding how such molecular traits, or genetic diversity, arises and is maintained, is 

one of the basic themes in the field of evolutionary biology 

Every cell in every living organism has a deoxyribonucleotide acid (DNA) 

molecule, encompassing the genetic information needed to construct the required RNA 

molecules and proteins. In other words, this molecule holds the ‘recipe’ for each organism. 

The nucleotide is the vital chemical component of the DNA1 and consists of three main 

components: (i) a phosphate, (ii) a deoxyribose sugar and (iii) one of the four nitrogenous 

bases adenine, guanine, cytosine or thymine). The arrangement of nucleotides is termed a 

nucleotide sequence. In general, DNA sequences can be categorized as coding or non-

coding. The fraction of the DNA that covers the coding sequences hold the information 

required for expression of products encoded in the genome. More precisely, coding DNA 

is the fractions of the genome that can be transcribed to RNA and translated into protein 

molecules2. Such segments encoding functional proteins are commonly termed genes. 

Nevertheless, an universal accepted definition of the term ‘gene’ has not yet been 

established3, almost 150 years after Georg Mendel introduced inherited characteristics as 

the first ‘geneticist’4.   

 A large majority of the genome does not encode proteins and is referred to as ‘non-

coding’ DNA. That is, non-coding functional RNAs5, regulatory elements (e.g. Hentze & 

Kühn6), introns7, transposons and viral elements8, pseudogenes9, teleomeres10 and 

tandemly repeated sequences, i.e. microsatellites11. Much of the non-coding DNA has no 

functional potential and has been designated as ‘junk DNA’12. However, mounting 

evidence suggests that presumed ‘junk DNA’ may have important biological functions13.  

 The present thesis can be split into two subprojects. The first focuses the subject of 

microsatellite evolution. In the second subproject, evolution of the genes of the major 

histocompatibility complex (MHC) was investigated. Microsatellites and MHC genes are 

representing non-coding and coding DNA, respectively. Accordingly, the mode of 
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evolution is acting differently on the two types of DNA, with respect to mutation rates, 

mutational mechanisms, evolutionary history and selective mechanisms.  

 

Microsatellites 

Microsatellites (also referred to as short tandem repeats or simple sequence repeats) are 

tandemly repeated nucleotide sequences no more than six base pairs long. They are 

frequently scattered throughout the genomes of all organisms analyzed14, and comprise 

roughly 3 % of the human genome15. Such tandemly repeated sequences may be vital 

components in protein coding genes (e.g. Manto16) and important in several regulative 

processes17,18. However, most microsatellites are considered as non-coding DNA with no 

functional potential19,20. As a consequence, microsatellite evolution is expected to reflect 

neutral selection processes. Microsatellites also possess an extensive polymorphism by 

means of allele lengths and this allele size variation is manifested in different numbers of 

repeated microsatellite units.  

 Microsatellites mutate through the process of replication slippage21. Replication 

slippage involves a gain or loss of one or more tandemly repeated units during replication, 

compatible with a step-wise mutation model22. Another striking feature of microsatellites is 

the mutation rates, which on average is several orders of magnitude higher than non-

repetetive DNA, 23. Allele length by means of numbers of tandemly repeated units is 

commonly accepted as the most important factor promoting the mutation rate21,24-34.   

Microsatellites are presumably selectively neutral and relatively easy genotype. 

Because of these features, they have been the marker of choice in many applications, such 

as e.g. genetic structure of populations, parentage analyses and assessment of phylogenetic 

differentiation11. 

 

MHC genes 

MHC genes encode glycoproteins that expose foreign infectious antigens on the cell 

surface and present these antigen to T-cells which in turn trigger a cascade of immune 

responses35. Accordingly, these gene products are important for immune function and 

individual fitness. There are three classes MHC genes. MHC class I genes are expressed in 

most somatic cells and they are associated with antigen recognition of intracellular material 

(e.g. viruses and cancer infected cells). Products of these genes present pathogenic 

substances to CD8+ receptors in T-cytotoxic cells36,37. Extracellular infections, on the other 

hand, are associated with MHC class II genes that are expressed by ‘specialized’ antigen 
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presenting cells (B cells, macrophages, dendritic cells). Parasite resistance is subsequently 

connected to MHC class II genes, in which MHC Class II peptides present pathogenic 

substances to CD4+ receptors in T-helper cells38,39. The function of MHC class III genes 

are very different from MHC class I and MHC class II genes and not relevant for this 

thesis.   

 The structural conformation of mature antigen presenting MHC class I and class II 

peptides is relatively similar, both put together as a heterodimer with four extracellular 

domains40,41. Class I molecules contain a heavy (44 kDa��������	��	
������������������2-

������������	� ����	�� ���� �� ����	� ��� 
���
�
� �	�� ����� 
����	�� ������ ��� �3 C-terminal 


����	���������
�����������������	��������1 �	
��2 domain form a platform consisting 

��� ����� �	�"�������� �-������ �""�
� �#� ��� �-helixes creating a groove between the 

helixes40��$""����� ��'����� *� "�"�
��/� ��� �� �	
��� ����	� �	� ���"�"�
��� ��� ���'����� **�

heterodimer are more similar in weight (34 kDa and 28 kDA). Both chains have two 


����	������������2 �	
��2 domain bind to th�������������	���<��������	
�����1 �	
��1 


����	� ������ �� ������� ���� �-������ �""�
� �#� ��� �-helixes, similar as the Class I 

peptides41,42. Amino acids surfacing this groove provide binding sites for processed foreign 

antigens. Most of the amino acids in the peptide binding region (PBR) are located in exon 

3 of class I genes and exon 2 of the Class II B genes. 

   

 
<������ ��� $���	�=���	� �	
� �������� ��� >?'� ������ **� @�� ���� XZ�	� �� ������
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domain. Most of the amino acids in the PBR are encoded by this domain. The model of the mature 

peptide (b) illustrates the four domains in the heterodimer. The PBR are located as a groove 

�����	�����1 �	
��1 domain.      

 

MHC genes are extremely variable43,44. This extensive polymorphism is due to 

strong diversifying selection pressure. The amino acids involved with antigen recognition, 

the PBR, are the most important for immune function and most of the variation observed in 

MHC genes can be attributed to this region45,46. MHC polymorphism is mediated by 
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parasite-host co-evolution47,48. Furthermore, in order to increase offspring immunological 

competence for parasite exposure, the genes of the MHC are expected to be subject to 

sexual selection49. Nevertheless, the selective mechanisms creating the huge variation have 

been extensively debated47,50-52.  

 

Mating behavior and evolution of genetic diversity in passerine birds 

Even though the majority of passerine birds are socially monogamous, most species 

frequently copulate outside the pair bond53. In fact, approximately 90 % of passerine birds 

examined produce extrapair offspring53. Increased number of sired offspring explains male 

motivation for such behavior. However, females produce only a limited number of eggs, 

and may, consequently, only influence quality of offspring, not quantity. Accordingly, the 

female benefits of extrapair paternity (EPP) have been one of the enigmas for evolutionary 

ecologists53-56.  

 A role for sexual selection to increase mutation rate and thus boost the evolution of 

genetic diversity has been suggested both theoretically and empirically57-59. Elevated 

mutation rates in species attributed to intense sperm competition may inhibit the fixation 

process expected in sexually selected characters, and maintain variation in these features58. 

Accordingly, promoted mutation rates may be a solution to the ‘lek paradox’, which refers 

to the dilemma of how variation can be maintained in sexually selected characters60. 

Interestingly, a link between mutation rates and EPP levels has been documented in 

tandemly repeated DNA57,61, although not in microsatellites. 

 In passerines, several studies have documented associations between EPP and 

immunological quality in offspring, congruent to the compatible genes hypothesis62-64. 

Likewise, gene products of the MHC are important for immune response. One may also 

expect a correlation between ‘allelic richness’ at the MHC and capabilities for parasite 

resistance. Consequently, female mate choice for compatible genes may be important to 

promote offspring parasite resistance and fitness. Because passerine species vary 

remarkably in promiscuity levels53, and display a variable MHC65, the MHC in song birds 

is a promising system to investigate potential links between promiscuity and MHC 

diversity.  
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Aims of the study 

 

The main objective in the present PhD project has been to investigate the mechanism 

creating genetic diversity, using selected passerine birds as model organisms. This aim was 

approached in two ways. First, by examining the evolution of neutral microsatellite DNA 

and, secondly, by studying genes of the MHC, coding DNA fragments under strong 

selective pressure. 

 

Project 1: 

Microsatellite evolution- case studies on the avian pentanucleotide HrU10 

Gaining empirical mutation data is difficult because mutations occur at low frequency and 

parentage information from non-model organisms is demanding to obtain. Consequently, 

empirical studies regarding microsatellite mutations in natural populations are relatively 

limited, and mostly based on fragment length analyses only. Such analyses, without 

sequence data, may not uncover essential information i.e. substitutions (replacement of a 

single nucleotide), patterns of interrupting motifs (sequence motifs deviating from the 

repeated core unit) and homoplasy (alleles similar in state but not in descent). Although 

several factors are important for inducing microsatellite mutation rates, a large body of 

evidence suggest allele size to affect microsatellite stability, with increased mutation rates 

in longer alleles23. Consequently, one may also assume increased probability for 

introduction of interrupting motifs in longer microsatellite motifs compared with a di-

nucleotide. Longer motifs will require a larger spatial conformation during loop formation 

in a slippage event. If the loop on the nascent or template strand not includes a complete 

pentanucleotide unit during a slippage event, somewhat misaligned nucleotides might 

occur and thereby introduce interrupting motifs.  

Based on a large pedigree study in barn swallow (Hirundo rustica)66, several 

germline mutations consistent with a process of replication slippage were uncovered in the 

presumably neutral pentanucleotide microsatellite HrU10. This marker has also previously 

been shown to be very variable with high mutation rates28.  

Because the HrU10 locus is variable and hypermutable, this microsatellite is a good 

candidate marker to test a hypothesis of elevated mutation rates and increased probability 

for introduction of interrupting motifs in longer microsatellite alleles. By sequence 
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analyses of both parent and mutant offspring in alleles identified with mutations in the 

germline, one may investigate the formation and magnitude of homoplasic HrU10 alleles 

(Paper I).     

Furthermore, one aim of the thesis was to empirically examine whether 

microsatellite mutation rates could be linked to mate choice and sexual selection. Thus, in 

Paper II we screened for HrU10 mutations in specimens from six species of Hirundinidae 

with known paternity data and EPP levels; Barn swallow66, fairy martin (Hirundo ariel) 

(M. J. L. Magrath, unpublished), house martin (Delichon urbica)67, purple martin (Progne 

subis) (S. Tarof, unpublished), sand martin (Riparia riparia)68 and tree swallow69. By 

applying this approach, we obtained mutation data from the same genetic marker from 

natural population in six passerines, providing an opportunity to comparatively investigate 

mutational dynamics of HrU10 between six species in the same family (Paper II).  

 

Project 2: 

Evolution of MHC diversity in passerine birds 

Many groups of birds have a relatively simple organization of the MHC70-74, also referred 

to as the ‘minimal essential MHC’75. A growing number of evidences suggest, on the other 

hand, that the ‘minimal essential MHC’ is not representative for the most species rich 

group of birds; Passeriformes65,76,77. In fact, recent published results indicates the passerine 

MHC to be the most variable discovered to date77. Such diversity may reflect local 

adaptation due to parasite-host arms race78, or being the retention of allelic lineages in a 

longer evolutionary time perspective, predating recent speciation processes. The latter also 

referred to as trans-species- or ancestral polymorphism79.   

In Paper III we aimed to describe, using the bluethroat as a model (Fig. 2), 

polymorphism and evolution of exon 2 of the MHC class II (MHCIIB) genes. By 

reconstructing phylogenetic history of MHCIIB exon 2 in the bluethroat and the 

congeneric species, thrush nightingale (Luscinia luscinia), we assessed the extent of 

ancestral polymorphism in these species. Finally, by comparing substitution patterns (non-

synonymous (dN) vs. synomynous (dS) substitutions) in the PBR compared to the non-

PBR, we investigated selective signatures in the bluethroat MHCIIB exon 2 genes. 
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Figure 2. Male bluethroat captured in Heimdalen, Norway. Photo: Jarl A. Anmarkrud. 

 

Sexual selection is assumed to be an important mechanism creating MHC diversity, 

also in humans49,80-84. The issue of MHC based mating preferences in humans is 

controversial and has been extensively debated85-87. Nevertheless, during the last 15 years, 

a link between mating preferences and MHC has been uncovered in all groups of 

vertebrates; fish88-90, amphibians91, reptiles92, birds93-95 and mammals82,85. Even though 

studies on mating behavior is frequent in passerines53, studies concerning mate choice in 

association to genes of the MHC are limited. Such associations is challenging to study 

empirically due to the extensive MHC variation observed in passerines, hampering MHC 

genotyping protocols.  

In Paper IV we developed a standardized study design to genotype MHCIIB exon 2 

in multiple passerine species. Thus, by employing identical experimental conditions to all 

the species, we provided comparable genetic diversity estimates. By using these diversity 

estimates, we examined potential links between promiscuity and MHC diversity, by using 

two independent proxies for promiscuity: (a) between male variation in sperm lengths and 

(b) proportion of extrapair offspring. 
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General methods 

 

Except for one individual bluethroat captured in Heimdalen, Norway, for the purpose of 

RNA extraction, the study objects used in this thesis were obtained from the DNA/tissue 

collection at the Natural History Museum in Oslo or provided by colleagues. DNA was 

isolated from blood or tissue using standard DNA extraction kits and amplified employing 

standard polymerase chain reactions (PCR)96.   

 

Microsatellite genotyping 

Amplified HrU10 and other amplified microsatellite fragments were genotyped by 

capillary electrophoresis (CE) utilizing an ABI 3100/3130xl (Applied Biosystems). The 

principle for this technique is to separate DNA fragments by size when operated through a 

capillary matrix. The fragments labeled with fluorescence can subsequently be identified 

by a laser-detector after electrophoresis. If pedigree is known, mutations can be detected 

by direct observation of parent-offspring allele transmission (Fig. 3). 

 

MHC genotyping 

Targeting multiple loci by PCR is not straightforward. Several aspects must be taken into 

consideration when employing primers annealing to multiple MHC targets, both 

concerning formation of PCR artifacts and genotyping protocol97.  

 Formation of sequence chimeras is a potential drawback when amplifying multiple 

loci by PCR. Sequence chimeras are PCR mediated recombination, where incompletely 

elongated amplicons function as primers by hybridizing to a wrong template98. Such 

sequence chimeras may be a major pitfall when genotyping genes of the MHC99. However, 

the proportion of chimera artifacts can be reduced using simple steps, i.e. reduce number of 

cycles and increase elongation time in the PCR100,101.  
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Figure 3. Screening for HrU10 mutations in known pedigrees. Detected HrU10 alleles are shown 

as tall peaks and allele sizes are given in the electropherogram. Slippage mutations were confirmed 

if alleles were incompatible with Mendelian inheritance. That is for the case of HrU10, a gain or 

loss of one (or more) pentanucleotide unit (asterisks). These particular genotypes are from a family 

of purple martins.    
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 Initial assessments of MHC sequences are usually obtained by cloning and 

sequencing of PCR products, and this strategy was employed in Paper III. MHCIIB exon 2 

amplicons from both genomic DNA and cDNA (reverse-transcribed RNA, for verification 

of transcription) was ligated into a vector and subsequently transformed into a bacteria 

strain which were plated on a growth medium containing an appropriate selection marker. 

Individual bacteria colonies harboring homogenous inserts originated from the same DNA 

molecule were then used as template in PCRs. This technique has the advantage of 

obtaining nucleotide sequence information from single PCR products from heterogenic 

amplicons. However, cloning is resource demanding and not well suited for large scale 

analyses due to the vast amount of clones needed to be sequenced for accurate genotyping 

when multiple loci are targeted.  

Large-scale genotyping of MHC genes are most commonly performed by PCR 

based electrophoresis techniques; e.g. denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE)102, 

single strand conformational polymorphism (SSCP)103 or reference strand conformational 

analysis (RSCA)104. The last two, SSCP and RSCA, may be performed in CE instruments 

such as ABI genetic analyzers. The principle in these methods is to separate fragment by 

CE based on secondary structure. DNA molecules with different sequence will fold 

differently, and allele variation can be manifested in specific detectable conformations. 

One of the initial intentions with the PhD-project was to develop a protocol for large-scale 

genotyping of bluethroat MHCIIB exon 2 genes. By this approach, we aimed to screen for 

an MHC dependent genetic component, corresponding to a previously uncovered immune 

function in this species64. This immune function was enhanced in extrapair young, and thus 

in accordance with a ‘compatible genes’ hypothesis. A substantial effort was put into the 

development of a CE-SSCP and CE-RSCA MHCIIB exon 2 genotyping protocol. During 

the primer optimization process, the primer combinations targeted either specific alleles or 

a large number of loci. Furthermore, when testing a primer combination optimized for 

amplification of a restricted number of classical polymorphic MHCIIB exon 2 loci in the 

European pied flycatcher (Ficedula hypoleuca) for CE-SSCP analysis (See Canal et al.105 

for details), 20-30 peaks were uncovered in the following electropherogram obtained from 

bluethroat amplicons (unpublished results). Unfortunately, the extensive variation by 

means of duplicated loci made it impossible to verify unique alleles in the obtained 

electropherograms (data not shown). 
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Due to the low success in the large scale SSCP approach of MHC genotyping 

bluethroat MHCIIB exon 2 genes, an alternative strategy was applied to investigate 

potential links between MHC diversity and female promiscuity (Paper IV).  
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Summary of papers 

 

Paper I 

Microsatellite evolution: Mutations, sequence variation, and homoplasy in the avian 

microsatellite locus HrU10 

In Paper I, we tested the hypothesis of increased probability for introductions of mutations 

and interrupting motifs with increased microsatellite length in the avian pentanucleotide 

marker HrU10. Indeed, long HrU10 alleles were both more mutable and had more 

interrupting motifs in barn swallows and tree swallows. Nevertheless, no correlation 

between longest stretch of perfect tandem repeats and total allele size was observed. This 

result indicates a threshold level for maximum number of perfect repeats before an IM is 

introduced in this microsatellite. The sequence data also revealed that a majority of the 

mutations created new DNA fragments, size homoplasic to present alleles.       

 

Paper II 

Factors affecting germline mutations in a hypervariable microsatellite: a comparative 

analysis of six species of swallows (Aves: Hirundinidae) 

By applying a comparative approach, we aimed to screen for HrU10 mutagenesis between 

species. Amplicons from this genetic marker were generated from six species of 

Hirundinidae. A substantial amount (n = 100) of HrU10 slippage mutations were 

uncovered. The different mutation rates could not be attributed to mate choice assessed as 

EPP. Mutation rates differed between the species (range 0.5 % - 10.6 %) and mutations 

were most frequent in female germlines. Although considerably different mutation rates 

were uncovered between the species, this effect was negligible when controlling for allele 

size. In other words, allele size and sex were essential factors inducing HrU10 slippage 

mutations. Moreover, mutations in short alleles were mostly maternally transmitted while 

mutations in long alleles were mostly in male germlines. Such sex specific heterogeneity 

was also documented in mutation directionality. Male mutations were significantly biased 

for expansions, while no such effects were uncovered in the female mutations. Our results 

provide evidence for distinct sex-specific slippage dynamics during meiosis, thus implying 

sex specific mechanisms creating microsatellite diversity.   
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Paper III 

Ancestral polymorphism in exon 2 of bluethroat (Luscinia svecica) MHC class II B 

genes 

In Paper III, we examined variation, evolutionary history and selective signatures in exon 2 

of bluethroat MHCIIB genes, using samples from three distinct subspecies; L. s. svecica, L. 

s. cyanecula and L. s. azuricollis. Our results revealed a substantial polymorphism in these 

genes, both by means of number of different alleles and number of loci. Combining 

sequence information obtained from genomic DNA and cDNA, a minimum of eleven 

presumably functional MHCIIB exon 2 loci was uncovered. Phylogenetic analyses, 

including MHCIIB exon 2 sequences from the thrush nightingale, revealed a gene tree with 

shared clades between the two species. The shared clades were poorly supported and the 

overlap in allelic repertoire indicates an ancestral origin of the polymorphism, predating 

the phylogenetic split between the species. Furthermore, dN/dS values were significantly 

higher in the PBR compared to the non-PBR, suggesting strong diversifying selection in 

the amino acids involved with antigen recognition.     

 

Paper IV 

MHC diversity is positively associated with promiscuity in passerine birds 

By developing a standardized genotyping protocol, we aimed to provide comparable 

diversity estimates for MHCIIB exon 2 in a multispecies approach. These estimates were 

applied to test for a potential association between promiscuity and MHC polymorphism. 

Interestingly, the MHC diversity was significantly correlated to both proxies for intensity 

of promiscuity (between male variation in total sperm lengths and EPP) in the PBR of 

MHCIIB exon 2. In other words, our results indicates that MHCIIB exon 2 polymorphism 

may by promoted by mate choice preferences for increased MHC diversity in highly 

promiscuous passerines. Even though the sample size is relatively restricted, the 

relationship between EPP and MHC diversity was striking. Thus, these results may 

indicate that female promiscuity is an important mechanism enhancing diversity at the 

MHC genes in passerine birds.  
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General discussion 

 

It is essential for every organism to continuously adapt to a dynamic environment. 

Consequently, genetic variation is fundamental in nature. Without genetic changes, there 

would be no new alleles or new genes and, accordingly, no evolution. In other words: 

‘mutations are the raw material of evolution’106.    

The present thesis aims at investigating the mechanisms creating genetic variation, 

approaching evolution of two distinct variants of DNA sequences: microsatellites (Paper I, 

Paper II) and MHC genes, respectively (Paper III, Paper IV).  

In project 1, we have identified a positive association between HrU10 allele size 

and interrupting motifs. Furthermore, we discovered a sex specific pathway in HrU10 

mutability, which were affected by allele size across species borders. In project 2, we 

documented large MHCIIB exon 2 variation in the bluethroat in terms of nucleotide 

diversity and duplicated loci. This variation is likely of ancient origin maintained by strong 

diversifying selection pressure. Interestingly, in a survey of MHC diversity in eight related 

passerine species, we found indications that the MHCIIB exon 2 polymorphism may be 

promoted by female promiscuity.  

 

Project 1: Microsatellite evolution 

Both Paper I and Paper II were case studies, examining the mode of evolution in the 

hypervariable pentanucleotide HrU10107. HrU10 is mapped to chromosome 18 in the 

chicken (Gallus gallus) genome108, and is expected to be selectively neutral. As a 

selectively neutral marker, HrU10 development is expected to reflect neutral genome wide 

microsatellite evolution. Even though HrU10 mutagenesis may reflect genome wide 

microsatellite evolution, the evolutionary rate in terms of mutation rate per generation is 

far beyond average for this marker. In fact, a mutation rate of 10.6 % in sand martins is the 

highest ever reported for a microsatellite (Paper II).  

 HrU10 mutation patterns have also previously been studied, in European barn 

swallow populations27,28. These studies found a correlation between slippage rate and allele 

size, and a bias for maternally transmitted mutations. These results were confirmed by 

Paper I. In addition, we obtained sequence information from observed germline mutation 

events. The sequence analysis revealed, as expected, replication slippage as the most likely 

mutation mechanism. Furthermore, in Paper I we verified a significantly positive 
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association between allele size and introduction of interrupting motifs. No correlation 

between longest tract of perfectly repeated pentanucleotide units and number if 

interrupting motifs was observed. Such relatively constant maximal length of stretches of 

perfect repeats may indicate a threshold level for stable arrays of perfect repeated 

microsatellite units. This result may be explained by a selection pressure to retain stable 

secondary structures109, or due to increased probability to introduce incomplete slippage in 

long alleles. 

 Another important result in Paper I was the frequent formations of size homoplasic 

alleles. More than 50 % of the sequenced HrU10 mutations resulted in alleles size 

homoplasic to other sequenced alleles in the dataset. A large fraction (23 %) of these 

alleles was identical in both size and sequence. Such homoplasy is only detectable through 

sequencing of observed mutations and has to our knowledge not previously been 

empirically documented. Several theoretical models have been put forward to predict 

microsatellite evolution22,110-112, and the issue of size homoplasy has been approached 

theoretically based on these mutation models113. However, the mutational dynamics of 

HrU10 can not be applied to these models (see Paper I for details), a result illustrating the 

challenges of incorporate evolution into a theoretical framework.          

 In Paper II, we expanded the screening process of HrU10 mutations to include six 

species of Hirundinidae and almost four thousand meiotic events. Among these meiotic 

events, 100 HrU10 mutations were observed and the mutation rates ranged from 0.5 % 

(house martin) to 10.6 % (sand martin). Hence, this is to our knowledge the most 

comprehensive microsatellite mutation study performed on wild bird populations, both 

with respect to number of mutations, number of meiotic events for one microsatellite locus 

and number of species with data from the same hypermutable microsatellite marker.  

The initial motivation was to test a hypothesis of elevated mutation rates in species 

subjected to intense sexual selection or high risk of sperm competition (using EPP as index 

for sperm competition). Directional selection among the choosy sex (females) may lead to 

fixation of sexually selected characters. However, considerable variation in fitness is likely 

to occur114. Accordingly, the total mutational load might be promoted in species subject to 

intense sexual selection57,59,61 and potentially be a solution to the ‘lek paradox’60.   

 No relationship between mutation rates and proportion of EPP was uncovered 

among the swallow species. Taken into consideration that we analyzed one locus only, our 

result was not surprising. Especially when keeping in mind the fact that microsatellite 

slippage mutations are affected by local genomic effects (e.g. allele size). Møller and 
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Cuervo57,61 documented a relationship between minisatellite mutation rates and EPP. 

However, the different mutation mechanisms in minisatellites and microsatellites might 

explain the observed inconsistence in mutation patterns between these two types of 

repeated DNA sequences21,115.  

 A substantial different HrU10 mutation rate was documented between the six 

species of swallows (Paper II). Moreover, a significant over all bias for mutation 

transmission in female germlines was uncovered. A result consistent with previous studies 

(Paper I)28. However, a tendency for an interaction of allele size and sex was revealed. 

That is, long alleles mutated in male germlines and short alleles mutated in female 

germlines. Furthermore, directionality of mutations was significantly distinct between the 

two sexes. Most male mutations increased in size, while no such effect was uncovered 

among the female mutations, a result also documented (although not explained) for another 

avian microsatellite, the HrU9 locus116.  

We hypothesize this sex specific heterogeneity to be explained by the sex linked 

molecular mechanism during gametogenesis. The enzymatic machinery ensuring correct 

duplication of the genome during each cell cycle, the replication licensing system117, has 

distinct sex-based pathways118. Striking dimorphism in expression patterns of vital 

replication licensing proteins has been documented in oogenesis and spermatogenesis, 

respectively119. Due to more cell divisions in male than female germlines, one may expect 

a bias for paternally transmitted mutations, because most mutations occur as replication 

errors. This issue have been thoroughly studied and discussed120-128 since Haldane 

introduced the subject of sex dimorphic mutations rates129. Such male biased mutation rate 

has also been documented in bird species based on substitution patterns in sex 

chromosomes130,131. A male biased mutation rate has also been uncovered among 

multilocus examinations of human microsatellites26,132,133. Even though a tendency for 

male biased mutation was documented at the HrU9 locus in barn swallows116, significant 

sex effects in microsatellite mutability in non-mammals have been female 

biased24,28,29,134,135. It must be emphasized that the combined number of loci in these studies 

is seven. Accordingly, this issue needs to be examined more comprehensively in a genome 

wide approach.  

 

Project 2: Evolution of MHC diversity in passerine birds 

Substantial polymorphism was documented in exon 2 of bluethroat MHC class II genes. 

By combining genomic DNA and cDNA in one individual, we uncovered a minimum of 
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11 functional MHCIIB exon 2 loci. MHC polymorphism, in terms of numbers of loci, is 

assumed to be relatively restricted in non-passerine birds; Chararadriiformes71, 

Galliformes136, Sphenisciformes70,137, Falconiformes138, Stringiformes139 and 

Psittaciformes72. Compared to other groups of birds, the most species rich group, 

passeriformes, has extensive polymorphic MHC genes by means of multi-copied 

loci65,76,77. Recently, Bollmer et al.77 hypothesized at least 20 MHCIIB exon 2 loci in the 

common yellowthroat (Geothlypis tricas).  

The huge variation has been hypothesized to originate from a parasite-host arms 

race maintaining MHC variation78. Such parasite-host arms race may select for high MHC 

variation over a relatively short time perspective, and local adaptation to specific parasitic 

spectrums should be expected. Hence, local adaptation attributed to genes of avian MHC 

has been documented in migratory birds with restricted gene flow71,138. In Paper III, we 

analyzed samples from distinct subspecies of the bluethroat, both with respect to 

geographical origin and habitat preferences. However, no geographic structure in MHCIIB 

exon 2 alleles was identified. The bluethroat MHCIIB exon 2 alleles from the different 

subspecies showed, on the contrary, a striking overlap in allelic repertoire. Moreover, 

several clades of MHCIIB exon 2 sequences from the congeneric thrush nightingale 

clustered together with bluethroat MHCIIB exon 2 sequences. This result indicates an 

ancestral origin of the observed MHCIIB exon 2 variation, predating speciation and intra-

specific differentiation processes79. Although ancestral polymorphism in MHCIIB have 

mostly been reported within mammals, a growing number of studies have discovered such 

signatures among avian species, e.g. raptors140, owls141, passerines142-146 and penguins137. 

Nevertheless, potential locus specific geographical structure in the bluethroat MHCIIB 

genes may be masked due to the amplification of multiple loci.  

We identified a minimum of eleven MHCIIB exon 2 loci in one bluethroat 

individual. Such polymorphism may have originated by gene duplication and evolved 

according to the concept of concerted evolution. Accordingly, the gene duplications and 

recombination events must have influenced the evolution of bluethroat MHC. 

Recombination has been hypothesized as an important mechanism shaping MHC 

polymorphism147,148, also within birds136,149-152. Recently, Balakrishnan et al.76 

characterized the MHC in zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata), the only passerine species 

with the complete genome sequenced153. Their results identified gene duplications and 

MHC genes located in several chromosomes. Our results (Paper III), together with Bollmer 

et al.77 and Balakrishnan et al.76, highlight the complex organization associated with 
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passerine MHC. This complex MHC organization is likely to have originated through 

ancient gene duplications, where the polymorphism is maintained through strong balancing 

or diversifying selection, and the MHC loci evolve in accordance with the birth-and-death 

process of multiple gene evolution154,155.  

In Paper IV, the processes creating diversity at the MHCIIB genes were 

investigated. When employing a comparable experimental design to assess different 

diversity estimates, the eight analyzed species revealed different levels of MHCIIB exon 2 

polymorphism and strong diversifying selection in the PBR. The MHCIIB exon 2 variation 

could not be attributed to the different number of sequences obtained from the respective 

study organisms. On the other hand, the MHC diversity was significantly associated with 

not only the between male variation on total sperm length values from the particular study 

populations, but also known EPP levels.  

The results presented in Paper IV indicate that promiscuity may be a mating 

strategy creating MHC diversity and, thus, a mechanism to maintain parasite resistance in a 

parasite host co-evolutionary arms race An immunological benefit in offspring sired by 

extrapair males has been documented in passerine species (bluethroat62,64, common 

yellowthroat63). Accordingly, species with high promiscuity levels might have a relatively 

diverse MHC, which subsequently may give resistance to a larger spectrum of pathogenic 

substances than species with relatively low polymorphic MHC. Even though the results 

presented in Paper IV may suggest promiscuity to be a mechanism enhancing MHC 

diversity, we can not verify the causality of the correlation in this comparative approach.  

MHC-dependent mate choice has been described in passerines (savannah sparrows 

(Passerculus sandwichensis)156, Seychelles warblers (Acrocephalus seychellensis) 157, 

house sparrows (Passer domesticus)158). However, no mating preferences in relation to 

MHC variation was uncovered among great reed warblers (Acrocephalus arundinaceus)159. 

Both the savannah sparrow and the Seychelles warbler are highly promiscuous 

species160,161, while the house sparrow and great reed warbler are not162-164. Patterns of 

mating preferences for MHC dissimilar mates were documented in the highly promiscuous 

savannah sparrow and Seychelles warbler, which is consistent with the results provided in 

Paper IV, that MHC diversity should be elevated in promiscuous passerines. These 

previous studies regarding MHC related mate choice in passerines were based on intra-

specific comparisons only. In Paper IV we provide an inter-specific study encompassing 

eight related species from two different families of passerines. The association between 

promiscuity and MHC diversity uncovered in Paper IV indicates that extrapair mate choice 
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is important for the evolution of MHC polymorphism in passerines. In that respect, our 

multispecies approach has facilitated a broader perspective on the evolution of female 

promiscuity, a large theme in modern evolutionary biology. 
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Future prospects 

 

During the work of this thesis, important results have been revealed for the understanding 

of replication slippage dynamics. Our screening for HrU10 slippage mutations is to our 

knowledge the first to describe mutational patterns of the same microsatellite marker in a 

multispecies approach (Paper II). Nevertheless, the generality of our results needs to be 

addressed more comprehensively, using several markers widespread throughout the 

genome. Unfortunately, such genetic markers with detectable mutation rates applicable in 

multiple species are difficult to obtain.    

Today, we are facing a new era of sequence technology165-167. In the next decade, 

‘next generation sequencing’ will revolutionize the amount of available sequence 

information168, especially in non-model organisms. Thus, potential new markers for 

microsatellite mutation screening may be developed, both with respect to mutagenesis of 

interrupting motifs and comparative mutation studies concerning multiple loci and species.  

The extensive polymorphism and complex gene organization uncovered in 

MHCIIB genes in passerine species (Paper III and Paper IV) make standard Sanger-

sequencing169 approaches challenging for genotyping protocols in this group of birds. 

Consequently, next generation sequencing holds a great potential for comprehensive 

assessments of passerine MHC genes97. The first studies utilizing high throughput 

sequencing on MHC genes in natural populations of non-model organisms have been 

published170,171, and the first article using this technique to obtain MHC sequence data in a 

passerine bird will soon be published (W. Babik, pers. com)172. Hence, our knowledge 

regarding MHC polymorphism, MHC organization and the relationship between MHC and 

other ecological factors in passerine birds, will probably be significantly increased in the 

years to come.  

We identified a positive association between MHC diversity and promiscuity 

among eight species of passerines (Paper IV), and suggest that promiscuity may be a 

mechanism creating MHC diversity in passerines birds. A diversifying selection pressure at 

the MHC genes may maintain pathogen resistance in a continuously adapting pathogenic 

regime. However, we have no data regarding specific pathogen exposure and MHC 

diversity. Therefore, future studies should address the variation in pathogenic exposure in 

relation to promiscuity levels and MHC polymorphism in multispecies examinations.           
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Abstract
Background: Microsatellites are frequently used genetic markers in a wide range of applications,
primarily due to their high length polymorphism levels that can easily be genotyped by fragment
length analysis. However, the mode of microsatellite evolution is yet not fully understood, and the
role of interrupting motifs for the stability of microsatellites remains to be explored in more detail.
Here we present a sequence analysis of mutation events and a description of the structure of
repeated regions in the hypervariable, pentanucleotide microsatellite locus HrU10 in barn swallows
(Hirundo rustica) and tree swallows (Tachycineta bicolor).

Results: In a large-scale parentage analysis in barn swallows and tree swallows, broods were
screened for mutations at the HrU10 locus. In 41 cases in the barn swallows and 15 cases in the
tree swallows, mutations corresponding to the loss or gain of one or two repeat units were
detected. The parent and mutant offspring alleles were sequenced for 33 of these instances (26 in
barn swallows and 7 in tree swallows). Replication slippage was considered the most likely
mutational process. We tested the hypothesis that HrU10, a microsatellite with a wide allele size
range, has an increased probability of introductions of interruptive motifs (IMs) with increasing
length of the repeated region. Indeed, the number and length of the IMs was strongly positively
correlated with the total length of the microsatellite. However, there was no significant correlation
with the length of the longest stretch of perfectly repeated units, indicating a threshold level for the
maximum length of perfectly repeated pentanucleotide motifs in stable HrU10 alleles. The
combination of sequence and pedigree data revealed that 15 barn swallow mutations (58%)
produced alleles that were size homoplasic to other alleles in the data set.

Conclusion: Our results give further insights into the mode of microsatellite evolution, and
support the assumption of increased slippage rate with increased microsatellite length and a
stabilizing effect of interrupting motifs for microsatellite regions consisting of perfect repeats. In
addition, the observed extent of size homoplasy may impose a general caution against using
hypervariable microsatellites in genetic diversity measures when alleles are identified by fragment
length analysis only.
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Background
Microsatellites consist of tandemly repeated sequence
motifs, no more than 6 bases long. They are scattered
throughout most eukaryotic genomes and are extensively
used as tools for a wide range of applications, such as e.g.
molecular forensics, parentage testing, analysis of genetic
structure of populations and the assessment of phyloge-
netic relationships [1]. The major characteristic that
makes microsatellites a useful and powerful genetic tool is
the extensive length polymorphism that first of all reflects
allelic variation in the number of the tandemly arranged
perfect repeats [2]. However, "interrupting motifs" (IMs)
that deviate in sequence from the repeated motif and
mutations in the flanking regions may also contribute to
the observed length polymorphism [3].

The molecular mechanisms for the development of micro-
satellite variation are not completely understood. In gen-
eral, microsatellites have a high mutation rate (10-2–10-6)
as compared to point mutations in coding genes [4]. It is
accepted that the most common mutational mechanism
affecting microsatellites is replication slippage, a process
involving a gain or contraction of one or more repeat
units [5,6]. Other microsatellite mutations might be
caused by unequal crossing over, nucleotide substitutions,
or duplication events [7]. Many factors might be impor-
tant for the mutational processes in microsatellites, such
as e.g. allele size, motif size, gender, and G/C content [8-
15]. Mutation patterns may also depend on the genomic
context such as the particular location on a chromosome
and functional potential of the transcribed product [9,16-
18], as well as the effectiveness of mismatch repair
enzymes [19,20]. Moreover, mutation rates in microsatel-
lites are also affected by stabilization patterns and poten-
tial secondary structures [13,21].

Various models have been put forward to explain and pre-
dict the mutation processes that affect microsatellite evo-
lution (reviewed in [22]). The infinite allele model (IAM)
[23] assumes that microsatellite mutations may create an
infinite number of repeated units and allelic states not
present in the population. Under the stepwise mutation
model (SMM) [24] microsatellite mutations have the
same probability of gaining or contracting one repeat
unit. Thus, this model also takes into account back muta-
tions. The generalized stepwise model (GSM) or two
phase model (TPM) is an extension of the SMM and con-
siders the probability for a microsatellite mutation to
involve more than one unit [25]. According to the K-allele
model (KAM) [26] there are K allelic states and equal
probabilities to mutate towards any of the other (K-1)
alleles.

Most studies concerning mutational processes in micros-
atellites have focused on size variation among the alleles

(electromorphs), and not sequence variation. Genetic
approaches lacking sequence data may hide essential
information, e.g. substitutions, patterns of IMs and size
homoplasy [3]. Homoplasic microsatellite alleles are alle-
les similar in state (length), but different in descent.
Accordingly, one can divide microsatellite homoplasy
into two types: (1) microsatellite alleles identical in
length, but not in sequence (indistinguishable by frag-
ment length analyses), and (2) alleles identical in both
length and sequences, but with different evolutionary his-
tory (only detectable through mutations documented in
known pedigrees). Some theoretical studies have tried to
address the impact of homoplasy on genetic diversity
analyses. Navascues and Emerson [27] showed that
homoplasy affects various theoretical models differently.
Simulations with high mutation rates (�10-4) for chloro-
plast microsatellites for example indicated an underesti-
mation of homoplasy. In contrast, Estoup et al. [22]
concluded that size homoplasy is not a substantial prob-
lem for population genetic studies, except for highly
mutable microsatellites with strong allele size constraints
in large populations.

Gaining empirical evidence of mutational processes
affecting mutational diversity within natural populations
is a demanding task. This is especially true for non-model
organisms with comparatively few markers available and
long generation time. One promising approach to over-
come these difficulties is to genotype a large number of
individuals in a population with known pedigree, using
genetic markers with high mutation rates. One such
marker is the microsatellite locus HrU10 [28] in the Euro-
pean barn swallow (Hirundo rustica). This marker has
been mapped to chromosome 18 in the chicken (Gallus
gallus) genome [29], yet nothing is known about its func-
tional potential. By means of fragment length analysis,
Brohede et al. [30] estimated a mutation rate of 1.56%
(i.e. 15 mutations in 960 meiotic events) for this locus.
Currently there is only one HrU10 sequence retrievable
from GenBank (Accession nr: X97562). This sequence
consists of a long tandemly repeated pentanucleotide (5'-
TTCTC-3') stretch followed by an IM of two T's, two fur-
ther repeat units and a variable tail of other arrangements
of pyrimidines. Fragment length analysis in European
barn swallows revealed that the majority of the HrU10
alleles are approximately of similar length as the HrU10
sequence in GenBank [30]. However, some alleles were up
to three times as long. These longest HrU10 alleles corre-
spond to roughly 100 tandemly repeated pentanucleotide
units, a remarkably large size for a microsatellite [31].
Wierdl et al. [32] suggested microsatellite stability to be
related to the length of the stretch of tandem repeats, and
postulated that large microsatellites have an increased
probability to realign in a misaligned confirmation during
replication resulting in a higher mutation rate. Since then,
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increased instability of long microsatellites have been
confirmed for several microsatellite loci, including HrU10
[30]. One may assume that, in comparison to a microsat-
ellite with a shorter repeat motif, a pentanucleotide repeat
may establish a larger spatial conformation during loop
formation of a slippage event. Somewhat misaligned
nucleotides might occur and further increase the probabil-
ity for mutations. Thereby also IMs may be introduced.

The fragment length analysis by Brohede et al. [30] indi-
cated several size classes of the HrU10 alleles in European
barn swallow. Because of the high mutation rate, the
HrU10 microsatellite locus is well suited for testing the
hypotheses of longer microsatellites being more unstable
and more likely to gain IMs. Accordingly, one expects a
positive correlation between the number of IMs and allele
length and an upper size limit for the number of perfectly
repeated motifs. In the present study, we sequenced a sub-
set of HrU10 alleles of different size classes from North
American barn swallow and tree swallow (Tachycineta
bicolor) that could be related to mutations in pedigree
analyses [33]. This approach provides sequences from
both the parent and the mutant offspring, and allows to
investigate the formation of homoplasic alleles and to
estimate the order of magnitude of size homoplasy for the
HrU10 microsatellite locus.

Methods
Samples and Genetic Analyses
This study was based on samples previously collected for
the purpose of paternity testing in Canadian populations
of barn swallows and tree swallows. Both species are
socially monogamous passerine birds, but with high lev-
els of extrapair paternity [33,34]. The barn swallow sam-
ples consisted of those already reported by Kleven et al.
[33] and additional samples collected during 2003 and
2004. Barn swallows were genotyped with six to nine pol-
ymorphic microsatellite markers, including HrU10, and a
detailed description of the markers, their variability and
the paternity determination are presented elsewhere [33].

Tree swallows were genotyped with three polymorphic
microsatellite markers, including HrU10. In cases where
one of the three markers showed an allelic mismatch
between offspring and one of the putative parents, an
additional triplet of microsatellite markers were analyzed
to distinguish mutation events from extrapair paternity.
Details about the microsatellite markers, their polymor-
phism and the parentage determination of tree swallows
are provided as additional file [see Additional file 1].

Mutations were detected by comparing the genotype of
the offspring with that of its biological parents. We only
included individuals for whom the genotypes of both bio-
logical parents were available. Furthermore, to avoid the

problem of non-amplifying alleles, we only included
mutations in parents that were heterozygous at the HrU10
locus. We assumed the smallest mutational change in
allele size to be most likely in cases where more than one
parental allele could be the progenitor allele. To verify
observed mutation events, we amplified microsatellite
fragments twice for the parents and offspring involved in
these cases.

Sequencing
The HrU10 locus was amplified according to the protocol
described in [33]. In addition, the reverse primer HrU10-
EXT-R2 (5'-GCTGCTGTTCGAGGAAATAA-3') was
designed to improve sequencing of tree swallow alleles.
To reduce time consumption and lab costs we optimized
a simple isolation strategy for HrU10 alleles that did not
require cloning. Alleles with size differences > 10 base
pairs (bp) were separated on MetaPhor® agarose gels
(Cambrex, East Rutherford, NJ) or on standard SeaKem®

LE Agarose (Cambrex) if the alleles differed > 50 bp in
size. The allele of interest was subsequently purified with
the Nucleospin® Extract II gel extraction Kit (Macherey-
Nagel, Düren, Germany), and sequenced directly in both
directions using the BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycle
Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA)
according to the manufacturer's recommendations on an
ABI 3100 Genetic Analyser (Applied Biosystems). As a fur-
ther control, the sequence lengths were compared to pre-
vious fragment length analysis of the microsatellite [33].

Results
Microsatellite Structure Uncovered by Sequence Analyses
Pedigree analysis based on 2076 meiotic events in barn
swallows and 496 meiotic events in tree swallows revealed
41 mutations for the microsatellite locus HrU10 in barn
swallows and 15 in tree swallows. According to fragment
length analyses all mutations involved a gain or loss of
five or ten bp, i.e. equivalent to one or two repeat units,
which is consistent with the assumption of replication
slippage. This represents a slippage rate of 1.97 × 10-2 in
barn swallows and 3.02 × 10-2 in tree swallows. No other
types of indels were observed. Sixty-six HrU10 alleles
involved in the observed germ line mutation were
sequenced, that is, 33 sets of the offspring and the donor
parent (GenBank accession numbers EU295565–
EU295630). There were no site (four colonies) or year
(two years) effects on mutation rates in barn swallows
(both P >0.1). The tree swallows were only sampled for
one year at one location.

Woodruff et al. [35] approached the issue of "clustered
mutations", which implies that related individuals may
inherit identical genetic changes, contrasting an assump-
tion that mutations are independent events. In this respect
six of the parental individuals gave rise to two mutations
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in the same family in the barn swallow population. In
these cases, identical lengths where observed only twice.
Only one of these two incidents of identical mutant
lengths gave adequate sequences of both mutants. Never-
theless, in the particular case (Mut12 and Mut18 [see
Additional file 2]) where sequences were obtained from
both mutants, the outcome of the two mutations was dis-
similar, verifying that the mutations represent independ-
ent events.

The nucleotide sequences confirmed that there was a gain
or a contraction of one or two pentanucleotide units in all
the 33 germ lines (26 in barn swallows and seven in tree
swallows [see Additional file 2]). No nucleotide substitu-
tions or other indels were detected. The sequence data
revealed several different IMs for the HrU10 alleles in both
species, all of which consisted of distinct rearrangements
of 1–30 pyrimidine bases (T and C). No purine bases were
detected in the pyrimidine rich strand of the HrU10 mic-
rosatellite. The subsequent statistical analyses were per-
formed on the barn swallow parental alleles only, as the
number of alleles that gave adequate sequences in tree
swallows was considered too low (n = 7) for statistical
testing.

First, we tested the hypothesis that longer microsatellites
are more unstable and will consequently contain more

IMs. If such a correlation occurred, then one would expect
an upper size limit for the length of perfect repeats, and,
accordingly there should be no correlation between the
length of the longest stretch of perfect repeats of a given
HrU10 allele and the number of IMs. Correlation tests
between total microsatellite length and (1) number of IMs
(Spearman: rs = 0.55, P = 0.003), and (2) total number of
nucleotides contributing to the IMs (rs = 0.54, P = 0.004)
were significant. No significant correlation was found
between the longest stretch of perfect tandemly repeated
units and (1) number of IMs (rs = 0.09, P = 0.66) or (2)
total number of nucleotides in the IMs (rs = 0.14, P = 0.5)
(Figure 1).

We further determined roughly in which part of the
HrU10 allele a slippage event had taken place. The 16
shortest alleles showed one long (17–29 units) and one or
two short (1–2 units) stretches of perfectly repeated units
that are separated by IMs. The 10 longest alleles showed
two long (14–55 units) and up to three short (0–5 units)
stretches of perfectly repeated units. All replication
induced mutations could be attributed to the long (�14
units) stretches of perfect repeats. In 21 of 26 alleles
(81%), the slippage mutation affected the longest stretch
of perfectly repeated units. It is noteworthy that the other
5 mutations that did not occur in the longest stretch of

Correlation of array length of perfect repeats and HrU10 microsatellite lengthFigure 1
Correlation of array length of perfect repeats and HrU10 microsatellite length. Plot of the longest stretch of per-
fectly repeated units and the corresponding total HrU10 microsatellite length in sequenced mutant barn swallow alleles.
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perfect repeats, all affected the alleles that were among the
10 longest.

In the barn swallow, 15 of the 26 (58%) observed muta-
tions resulted in mutant alleles that were homoplasic to
another sequenced allele in the data set. Nine (35%) of
these mutations resulted in homoplasic alleles with
respect to length, and six (23%), mutant alleles were also
identical in sequence to another allele. No incidents of
homoplasy due to mutations were detected in the tree
swallows, but the number of sequences was significantly
lower.

Features of the Mutations Revealed by the Fragment 
Length Analyses
The genotyped adult population consisted of 376 and 144
individuals in the barn and tree swallow populations,
respectively. The allele size frequencies for the HrU10
locus in the two species are illustrated in Figure 2 (note:
95 bp in the flanking regions of the microsatellite are not
included in the presented sequences but in the fragment
analyses). Due to seven non-amplifying alleles, only 745
barn swallow alleles were included. The median allele size
of the HrU10 microsatellite in the adult barn swallow
population was 231 bp (± 2.0 SE, range = 175–581 bp, n
= 704 alleles). Median size of the microsatellite of the
mutant barn swallow alleles was 241 bp (± 13.8, range =
193–586, n = 41), i.e. significantly longer than for the
entire population (Mann-Whitney U test: Z = -2.4, P =
0.02). The median allele size for the HrU10 locus in the
tree swallow population was 280 bp (± 4.6, range = 186–
605, n = 272 alleles), and the median microsatellite length
of the mutant tree swallow alleles was 323 bp (± 24.5,
range = 222–518, n = 15). The mutation rates showed a
tendency to be positively correlated with allele sizes for
both barn swallows (GLM with binominal error distribu-
tion and logit link: �2

1 = 9.26, P = 0.002) and tree swal-
lows (GLM with binominal error distribution and logit
link: �2

1 = 3.35, P = 0.067). Estimations of mutation rates
in relation to allele sizes are illustrated in Figure 3.

There were 26 (65%) expanding and 14 (35%) contract-
ing mutations in the barn swallow population, which was
not significantly different from equity (binominal test
(two-tailed): P = 0.08), but may indicate a bias toward
expansion. Directionality of the mutation was impossible
to determine in one case because of a 5 bp difference to
both possible parental alleles. No indication of direc-
tional bias for HrU10 mutations was found in tree swal-
lows with 7 (47%) expansions and 8 (53%) contractions
(binominal test: P = 1.0). Directionality of mutations
were not significantly affected by allele size neither in
barn swallows (GLZ with binomial error distribution; �2 =
0.2, P = 0.7) nor in tree swallows (�2 = 0.1, P = 0.78). Fur-
thermore, there was no positive correlation between

length of the longest perfectly repeated core microsatellite
unit and the directionality of the mutations in barn swal-
lows (GLZ with binomial error distribution; �2 = 0.1, P =
0.81).

In both species, there was a tendency for mutations to be
maternally transmitted, as 66% (27/41) of the barn swal-
low mutations were observed in the female germ line
(binominal test: P = 0.06) and 80% (12/15) in tree swal-
lows (binominal test: P = 0.035).

Size distribution of mutant and parental HrU10 allele sizesFigure 2
Size distribution of mutant and parental HrU10 allele 
sizes. Size distribution of the HrU10 locus in the adult popu-
lation (white bars) and the mutant alleles (black bars) in a) 
barn swallows (n = 375) and b) tree swallows (n = 144). Each 
bar represents the alleles from the corresponding size class, 
which has been organized in groups of 50 and 50 bp.
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Discussion
The sequence analyses presented in this study document
two major features of the HrU10 locus: (1) Frequent intro-
ductions of IMs which were strongly positively correlated
with allele size and (2), frequent generation of homopla-
sic alleles (>50% of the mutations in the sequenced data
set).

Evolution of HrU10 – Introductions of IMs and 
Mutational Patterns
All IMs consisted of different arrangements of Cs and Ts.
No introduction of purines on the pyrimidine-rich strand
was observed. The repeated motif of the HrU10 locus is a
pentanucleotide, and its spatial conformation during a
slippage event may involve a larger loop compared to a
smaller repeat unit. This may indicate that all the HrU10
IMs are results of uncompleted replication slippage. If so,
one needs to assume that the loop on the nascent or tem-
plate strand will not include an entire unit before it rea-
ligns. This hypothesis is in line with all the IMs detected
for HrU10, except for the (TTCCC)6-repeat in Mut5 and
Mut6 [see Additional file 2], which happened to be the
longest HrU10 alleles sequenced in the barn swallows.
These two mutants have originated from the same paren-
tal allele that is 3.5 times longer than the median allele
length.

An interesting feature related to the IMs, is the relatively
constant maximal length of stretches of perfectly repeated
core units, indicating a threshold length for stable arrays
of perfectly repeated microsatellite units (Figure 1). One
explanation for such a threshold level may be a selection
pressure to retain stabile conformations. Such a selection
pressure has been suggested to be important for preserv-
ing folding potential in repeated di-nucleotides [21,36]
and tri-nucleotides [37]. In this respect, nothing is cur-
rently known for pentanucleotides.

Because the longest stretch of perfectly repeated units con-
tributes most to the total microsatellite length in the
HrU10 alleles with only one long stretch of perfect tan-
dem repeats, it is not surprising that the slippage events
were restricted to this region of the microsatellite. Further-
more, theoretical and experimental approaches have sug-
gested that slippage rates are approximately zero in very
short repeated regions [38-41], supporting a low proba-
bility for slippages to occur in the short stretches in the
HrU10 alleles. Nevertheless, if length of perfectly repeated
tandem units is more crucial for microsatellite instability
than total microsatellite length, one would predict a con-
sistent bias for slippage to affect the longest stretch of alle-
les comprising at least two long (>14 units) stretches of
perfect core units. However, only 50% (5/10) of the muta-
tions were introduced in the longer of the two stretches.
This result is in agreement with a theory of total length of
entire microsatellite being a more important factor for
microsatellite stability than longest motif of perfect tan-
demly units. The observed threshold level for length of
perfectly repeated units before introductions of IMs might
then be explained by incomplete slippage (described
above) being an increasingly more important mutational
mechanism as the allele is destabilized due to growth.
However, the statistical power for such a conclusion is rel-

Correlation between mutation rate and HrU10 allele sizesFigure 3
Correlation between mutation rate and HrU10 allele 
sizes. Relationship between mutation rate and length of gen-
otyped alleles in the population of biological parents in a) 
barn swallows and b) tree swallows. The alleles were lumped 
into 4 size classes (barn swallows: class 1 = 100–199 bp, class 
2 = 200–299 bp, class 3 = 300–399 bp, class 4 = 400+ bp; 
tree swallows: class 1 = 200–299 bp, class 2 = 300–399 bp, 
class 3 = 400–499 bp, class 4 = 500+ bp). n refers to number 
of alleles in the particular size class.
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atively poor. It is noteworthy that an opposite pattern was
detected in an in vitro system of mono- and dinucleotides
in a mutation study of human cell lineages [38]. Selection
pressure for the maintenance of IMs has also been pro-
posed important for tri-nucleotide repeat stability in
genes related to various types of spinocerebellar ataxia
[16,37,42].

The results from the fragment length analyses also support
the prediction of long HrU10 alleles to be more unstable,
as the probability of a slippage event was positively
related to allele sizes. The mutation rates were estimated
to be more than three-fold higher in the longest compared
with the smallest allele classes in the two swallow popula-
tions (Figure 3). Higher mutation rates for longer repeated
regions have been reported in a number of previous stud-
ies [5,10,11,30,32,36,38,39,43-46]. The higher mutability
in longer alleles can be explained by stabilization patterns
concerning the mismatch-repair system, which may be
less effective and as a result generate a relatively large
probability for insertion of slippage events if the repeated
region is sufficiently long, as suggested by Wierdl et al.
[32]. The logic in this theory is that the number of possi-
ble conformations increases proportionally with the
increase of repeated microsatellite units. However, if this
hypothesis was correct, the microsatellite could, in theory,
obtain uncontrolled growth and finally strike a large
region on the chromosome. Nevertheless, microsatellites
seems to have an upper size limit that rarely exceed 50
repeated units [31]. Still, some of the HrU10 alleles
uncovered in our study include almost 100 pentanucle-
otide units.

It has been suggested that short microsatellites tend to
gain additional units whereas long microsatellites are
more likely to lose units during a mutation event [39,47].
However, the support for this hypothesis is ambiguous.
Primmer et al. [11], Eckert et al. [13] and Vigouroux et al.
[48] have reported an overall directionality bias of slip-
page leading to expansion. Our data showed a similar ten-
dency for barn swallow, though not statistically
significant. Xu et al. [49] showed a constant slippage rate
for expansion and an increasing slippage rate for contrac-
tion with increasing allele size, which is consistent with a
general observation of an upper size limit for repeated
regions. However, our data on the HrU10 locus do not
support that slippage directionality is length dependent,
neither for total length of perfectly repeated core units nor
for the total length of the entire microsatellite region. This
result is in agreement with earlier studies for the HrU10
locus [30].

Weber and Wong [50]; Garza et al. [51]; and Primmer et
al. [52] have put forward hypotheses for the upper size
limit for microsatellites. They postulate that the contrac-

tion of microsatellites is caused by large deletions that
occur when a microsatellite reaches its maximal length
potential. An example of such large deletion has been
reported by Colson and Goldstein [53] who reported one
incidence of an absent microsatellite in one allele of the
U1951 locus in Drosophila melanogaster. Other examples
include a 27 units contraction of a dinucleotide microsat-
ellite in Ranunculus carpaticola [46], and a 18 units con-
traction in a tetranucleotid repeat in superb fairy-wrens
(Malurus cyaneus) [43]. It has also been suggested that if
the balance between slippage and point mutations
favours point mutations within the repeated region, the
mutations may interrupt the feature of the microsatellite
without enhancing large contractions [54], and eventually
give rise to new diversity. Kruglyak et al. [55] developed a
Markov chain model which confirmed that infinite micro-
satellite growth can be disabled by introductions of point
mutations. In the sequence data presented here, all
sequences contain IMs. These must have been introduced
by other mutation mechanisms than regular slippage of
entire units.

Because of the higher number of mitotic cell divisions in
male than in female germ lines, it is plausible to expect
that evolution of microsatellites, to some extent, is male-
driven [14,15]. However, we observed a bias for muta-
tions at the HrU10 locus to be maternally transmitted in
both barn swallows and tree swallows. Similar results
have been reported by Brohede et al. [30] who observed a
2.5–5 fold increase in slippage rates in several hypermut-
able markers in females barn swallows compared to
males, including the HrU10 microsatellite. Beck et al. [43]
also uncovered a bias favouring maternally transmitted
slippages for one locus in the superb fairy-wren (Malurus
cyaneus).

Cases of Size Homoplasy
More than 50% of the HrU10 mutations sequenced in this
study resulted in a mutant allele size homoplasic to
another sequenced allele in the dataset, and 23% of the
mutations resulted in alleles homoplasic in both allele
length and sequence (identical alleles). Such homoplasy
is only detectable through sequencing of observed muta-
tions in known pedigrees and has to our knowledge not
earlier been confirmed by empirical data. Size homoplasy
may be problematic according to Estoup et al. [22] in
instances with "(1) high mutation rates and (2) large pop-
ulation sizes together with (3) strong allele size con-
straints". The mutation rates observed in this study (1.97
× 10-2 per meiosis in barn swallow, 3.02 × 10-2 per meiosis
in tree swallow) are among the highest ever reported for
microsatellites, and our estimate is also concordant with
that provided by Brohede et al. [30] for the same locus. A
total number of 2070 meiotic events for the barn swallow
population presented here is the largest data set ever
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reported for an avian pentanucleotide microsatellite.
Although it seems unlikely that there is a strong allele size
constraint for the HrU10 locus, our empirical results con-
firm that most of the observed mutations resulted in an
electromorph already present among the 66 sequenced
alleles. In consequence, homozygous individuals in terms
of fragment length analyses are indeed not necessarily
homozygous in terms of nucleotide sequences. Discrep-
ancies between allelic variation detectable through frag-
ment length analyses and sequence analyses have also
been reported in other microsatellite studies [3,53,56].
Estoup et al. [22] approached the issue of size homoplasy
theoretically based on frequently applied mutations mod-
els such as e.g. the SMM and the KAM. The proposed index
of size homoplasy can be explained as the probability of
two electromorphic alleles not being of common descent.
However, these indexes have certain limitations when
applied to the data on the HrU10 locus provided here.
First, the proposed homoplasy estimates relates to length
and not sequence. Accordingly, there is no parameter that
distinguishes between the two types of homoplasy. Sec-
ond, the homoplasy index for the SMM does not include
a parameter for the number of allelic states in a popula-
tion, which is certainly crucial for homoplasy estimates.
Third, the KAM accounts for allelic states, but assumes
equal probability to mutate towards any of the other K-1
alleles. This is certainly not the case for the HrU10 locus
in barn swallows.

Many studies have focused on the occurrence of microsat-
ellite size homoplasy within different taxa (e.g: humans
(Homo sapiens) and chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) [57],
mammalian carnivores [58,59], birds [60,61], salmonids
[3], pipefish (Syngnathus typhle) [62], crabs (Limulus
polyphemus) [63], two bee species and the fresh water snail
Bulinus truncates [64] and fruit flies (Drosophila) [65]).
These examples support the notion that caution must be
taken when microsatellite data are collected by electro-
morphic genotyping only. The high rate of mutations
leading to size homoplasy in the present study provides
support for alleles of identical size being attributed to
common descent and hence causing bias in population
genetic estimates.

Estoup et al[66] and Estoup and Cournet [67] suggested
that the amount of size homoplasy is more important in
interspecific than in intraspecific comparisons. Neverthe-
less, our results for HrU10 provide evidence that homo-
plasy may play an important role also within populations.
This conclusion is in agreement with the results published
by van Oppen et al. [68], who found equally high
amounts of homoplasy when comparing individuals
among closely related taxa and among more distantly
related species. HrU10 is a frequently used marker for dif-
ferent genetic analyses of bird populations, especially par-

entage studies [33,69-72] because of the high allelic
diversity enabling a powerful marker for parentage test-
ing. However, our study indicates that HrU10 should be
used with caution whenever homoplasy may cause biased
estimates of relatedness and genetic diversity.

Conclusion
Sequencing of 33 mutated and 66 parental HrU10 alleles
was consistent with the hypotheses that longer alleles
tend to be more instable due to increased slippage rate.
The observed positive correlation between the number of
IMs and allele size supported the assumption of a thresh-
old level for the maximal length of stable perfect repeats.
Nonetheless, the particular location of the slippage posi-
tions in the mutated microsatellite alleles indicated that
total microsatellite length is more important for microsat-
ellite stability than the length of the longest stretch of per-
fect repeats. Mainly because of the high slippage rate,
there is also a high level of homoplasy at the HrU10 locus,
i.e. 58% of the characterized mutations yielded an electro-
morph already present in the sequenced data set, includ-
ing both type 1 and type 2 size homoplasy. The problem
of size homoplasy imposes a general caution of using such
hypermutable markers in fragment analyses assuming
unique alleles by size only.
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Analysis of paternity in tree swallows 

DNA was extracted from blood or tissue samples with a commercial kit (E.Z.N.A, 

Omega Bio-Tek, U.S.A.) and paternity analysed based on three highly polymorphic 

microsatellite markers through polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Each 10 μL reaction 

consisted of about 30 ng of genomic DNA, 0.5 μM of each primer (forward primers 

were fluorescently dyed), 0.1 mM dNTP mix (ABgene, U.K.) and 0.2 units of DNA 

polymerase (DyNAzyme, Finnzymes, Finland) in the manufacturer’s buffer (final 

concentrations of 10 mM Tris HCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 50 mM KCl, 0.1% Triton X-100). 

PCR was run on a GeneAmp 9700 Thermocycler (Applied Biosystems, U.S.A.). The 

PCR profile used consisted of an initial denaturing step at 94°C for 5 min, followed by 

35 cycles consisting of 94°C for 30 s, X°C (50°C for locus Aar4, and 55°C for loci 

HrU6 and HrU10) for X s (30 s for locus Aar4, and 40 s for loci HrU6 and HrU10), and 

72°C for 30 s. The PCR profile was terminated with 72°C for 7 min followed by 4°C for 

5 min. PCR products were sized using a capillary automated ABI 3100 sequencer 

(Applied Biosystems, U.S.A.) and the data was analyzed with GeneMapper v3.0 

analytical software (Applied Biosystems, U.S.A.). Polymorphism of the microsatellite 

markers was calculated using CERVUS v3.0 [1] (see table 1). The combined exclusion 

probability for the three markers was higher than 0.99. Null-alleles were detected at one 

locus (HrU10) and mutations at two loci (HrU6 and HrU10). Hence, to resolve cases of 

paternity uncertainty due to a single allelic mismatch between the genotype of a young 

and the putative parent, we used an additional triplet of microsatellite markers (Ltr6, 

Pdoμ5 and Tbi81). Detailed information about the PCR protocol and polymorphism of 

these latter markers is presented elsewhere [2].  

 



Table 1. Polymorphism among three microsatellite loci used for analysis of paternity in 

tree swallows (Tachycineta bicolor). Data on the number of alleles (k), number of 

genotyped adult individuals (n), observed heterozygosity (HO), expected heterozygosity 

(HE), probability of exclusion assuming no parents known (Pei), probability of exclusion 

assuming one parent known (Pej), and estimated frequency of null-alleles (Ne) are 

presented.  

 

locus (references) k n HO HE Pei Pej Ne 

Aar4 [3] 15 146 0.88 0.89 0.62 0.77 +0.002 

HrU6 [4] 81 146 0.92 0.92 0.71 0.83 ������ 

HrU10 [5] 142 144 0.84 0.99 0.96 0.98 +0.082 
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a) Barn swallow 
Mut Sequence bp Type

Parent TCCTC(TTCTC)24TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 1411
Offspring TCCTC(TTCTC)25TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 146a +1

Parent TC(TTCTC)21TTC(TTCTC)2 1202 Offspring TC(TTCTC)22TTC(TTCTC)2 125 +1

Parent (TC)2(TTCTC)23TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 1353 Offspring (TC)2(TTCTC)22TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 130 -1

Parent TCCTC(TTCTC)27TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 1564 Offspring TCCTC(TTCTC)25TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 146a -2

Parent TCCTC(TTCTC)32(TTCCC)6(TTCTC)55TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 486b
5 Offspring TCCTC(TTCTC)32(TTCCC)6(TTCTC)56TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 491b +1

Parent TCCTC(TTCTC)32(TTCCC)6(TTCTC)55TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 486b
6 Offspring TCCTC(TTCTC)32(TTCCC)6(TTCTC)54TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 481b -1

Parent (TTCTC)4TCCTC(TTCTC)20TC(TTCTC)17TT(TTCTC)(TC)2 223c
7 Offspring (TTCTC)4TCCTC(TTCTC)20TC(TTCTC)18TT(TTCTC)(TC)2 228d +1

Parent TCCTC(TTCTC)28TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 1618 Offspring TCCTC(TTCTC)29TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 166 +1

Parent TC(TTCTC)21TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 123e
9 Offspring TC(TTCTC)20TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 118f -1

Parent (TTCTC)22TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 12610 Offspring (TTCTC)21TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 121 -1

Parent TCCTC(TTCTC)26TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 151g
11 Offspring TCCTC(TTCTC)25TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 146a -1

Parent (TTCTC)31(TTCCTC)(TTCTC)26TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 307h
12 Offspring (TTCTC)31(TTCCTC)(TTCTC)27TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 312i +1

Parent (TTCTC)19TTC(TTCTC)2 10813 Offspring (TTCTC)18TTC(TTCTC)2 103l -1

Parent (TTCTC)17TTC(TTCTC)2 9814 Offspring (TTCTC)18TTC(TTCTC)2 103l +1

Parent TCCTC(TTCTC)5TTC(TTCTC)28TTCT(TTCTC)2TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 203j
15 Offspring TCCTC(TTCTC)5TTC(TTCTC)27TTCT(TTCTC)2TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 198k -1

Parent TC(TTCTC)29TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 16316 Offspring TC(TTCTC)30TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 168 +1

Parent (TTCTC)22TT(TTCTC)3TC(TTCTC)(TC)2 138o
17 Offspring (TTCTC)23TT(TTCTC)3TC(TTCTC)(TC)2 143 +1

Parent (TTCTC)31(TTCCTC)(TTCTC)26TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 307h
18 Offspring (TTCTC)32(TTCCTC)(TTCTC)26TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 312i +1

Parent TCCTC(TTCTC)14TTC(TTCTC)18TTCT(TTCTC)2TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 198k19 Offspring TCCTC(TTCTC)15TTC(TTCTC)18TTCT(TTCTC)2TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 203j +1

Parent TCCTC(TTCTC)25TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 146a
20 Offspring TCCTC(TTCTC)26TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 151g +1

Parent (TTCTC)4TCCTC(TTCTC)19TC(TTCTC)18TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 228d
21 Offspring (TTCTC)4TCCTC(TTCTC)19TC(TTCTC)17TT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 223c +1

Parent (TTCTC)23TC(TTCTC)32 27722 Offspring (TTCTC)24TC(TTCTC)32 282 +1

Parent (TTCTC)21TTC(TTCTC)2 118f
23 Offspring (TTCTC)22TTC(TTCTC)2 123e +1

24 Parent (TTCTC)20TC(TTCTC)34 272 +1



Offspring (TTCTC)20TC(TTCTC)35 277
Parent (TTCTC)24TTC(TTCTC)2 13325 Offspring (TTCTC)25TTC(TTCTC)2 138o +1

Parent TCCTC(TTCTC)20TTCTT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 12426 Offspring TCCTC(TTCTC)19TTCTT(TTCTC)2(TC)2 119 -1
a Size homoplasy, identical alleles (Mut1-, Mut4-, Mut11-offspring and Mut20-parent).
b Mut5- and Mut6-offspring share parental allele that has mutated, although different outcome 
of the mutations. 
c Size homoplasy, heterogenic states (between Mut7-parent and Mut21-offspring). 
d Size homoplasy, heterogenic states (between Mut7-offspring and Mut21-parent). 
e Size homoplasy, heterogenic states (between Mut9-parent and Mut23-offspring). 
f Size homoplasy, heterogenic states (between Mut9-offspring and Mut23-parent). 
g Size homoplasy, identical alleles (Mut11-parent and Mut20-offspring). 
h Mut12- and Mut18-parent, the same allele which has mutated and resulted in i.
i Size homoplasy, heterogenic states (see h).
j Size homoplasy, heterogenic states (between Mut15-parent and Mut19-offspring). 
k Size homoplasy, heterogenic states (between Mut15-offspring and Mut19-parent). 
l Size homoplasy, identical alleles (Mut13- and Mut14-offspring). 
o Size homoplasy, heterogenic states (between Mut17-parent and Mut25offspring) 
b) Tree swallow 
Mut Sequence BP Type

Parent CTC(TTCTC)2TC(TTCTC)19(TC)2(TTCTC)3TT(TTCTC)TC(TTCTC) 1431 Offspring CTC(TTCTC)2TC(TTCTC)17(TC)2(TTCTC)3TT(TTCTC)TC(TTCTC) 133 -2

Parent TTC(TTCTC)2TC(TTCTC)42C 2262 Offspring TTC(TTCTC)2TC(TTCTC)43C 231 +1

Parent CTC(TTCTC)25TT(TTCTC)TCT(TTCTC)TC(TTCTC) 150m
3 Offspring CTC(TTCTC)24TT(TTCTC)TCT(TTCTC)TC(TTCTC) 145n -1

Parent CTC(TTCTC)25TT(TTCTC)TCT(TTCTC)TC(TTCTC) 150m
4 Offspring CTC(TTCTC)24TT(TTCTC)TCT(TTCTC)TC(TTCTC) 145n -1

Parent (TC)2(TTCTC)32TTC(TTCTC)TTTC 1765 Offspring (TC)2(TTCTC)33TTC(TTCTC)TTTC 181 +1

Parent (TC)3TT(TTCTC)2TT(TTCTC)18(TCTTCTC)6TC(TTCTC)31C 3106 Offspring (TC)3TT(TTCTC)2TT(TTCTC)18(TCTTCTC)6TC(TTCTC)32C 315 +1

Parent C(TTCTC)TT(TTCTC)2TT(TTCTC)17(TCTTCTC)6TC(TTCTC)25C 2757 Offspring C(TTCTC)TT(TTCTC)2TT(TTCTC)17(TCTTCTC)6TC(TTCTC)24C 270 -1
m Allele from same parental individual that mutated. 
n Same mutation in Mut3 and Mut4, but in two different individuals. 
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Abstract 

Microsatellites mutate frequently by replication slippage. Empirical evidence shows that 

the probability of such slippage mutations may increase with the length of the repeat region 

as well as exposure to environmental mutagens, but the mutation rate can also differ 

between the male and female germline. It has been hypothesized that more intense sexual 

selection or sperm competition can also lead to elevated mutation rates, but the empirical 

evidence is inconclusive. Here, we analysed the occurrence of germline slippage mutations 

in the hypervariable pentanucleotide microsatellite locus HrU10 across six species of 

swallow (Aves: Hirundinidae). These species exhibit marked differences in the length 

range of the microsatellite, as well as differences in the intensity of sperm competition. We 

found a strong effect of microsatellite length on the probability of mutation, but no residual 

effect of species or their level of sperm competition when the length effect was accounted 

for. Neither could we detect any difference in mutation rate between tree swallows 

(Tachycineta bicolor) breeding in Hamilton Harbor, Ontario, an industrial site with 

previous documentation of elevated mutation rates for minisatellite DNA, and a rural 

reference population. However, our cross-species analysis revealed two significant patterns 

of sex differences in HrU10 germline mutations: 1) mutations in longer alleles occurred 

typically in the male germline, those in shorter alleles in the female germline, and 2) male 

germline mutations were more often expansions than contractions, whereas no directional 

bias was evident in the female germline. These results indicate some fundamental 

differences in male and female gametogenesis affecting the probability of slippage 

mutations. Our study also reflects the value of a comparative, multi-species approach for 

locus-specific mutation analyses, through which a wider range of influential factors can be 

assessed than in single-species studies. 

 

1.  Introduction 

Microsatellites are tandemly repeated short nucleotide sequences. Due to their high 

polymorphism in numbers of repeated units, microsatellites have become popular markers 

in population genetics with a broad spectrum of applications [1]. The high polymorphism 

is due to the relatively high mutation rate (10-2-10-6 per meiotic event) as compared with 
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non-repetitive DNA [2], which makes them useful for the study of mutational processes 

also in non-model species breeding in the wild. Here we investigate how the mutation rates 

in a highly polymorphic microsatellite, the HrU10 locus [3], vary within and among six 

species of swallows (Aves: Hirundinidae), and we try to identify key factors explaining 

this variation.  

The most frequent mechanism for microsatellite mutagenesis is the process of 

replication slippage [4]. Replication slippage is initiated by proofreading errors during 

replication [5], and includes a gain or loss of one or more repeated units, compatible with a 

stepwise mutation model [6]. Several factors may contribute to replication slippage, 

including motif size [7, 8], chromosomal location [9], G/C-content [10], stabilization 

pattern within the microsatellite [11], effectiveness of mismatch repair systems [12, 13], 

potential to create secondary structures [14, 15], environmental conditions [16] and sex 

[17-20]. Because of the increased probability to introduce slippage events in long tracts of 

tandemly repeated units, there is generally a positive relationship between microsatellite 

mutation rate and allele size [17-19, 21-24].  

One unresolved issue is whether there is a sex-biased transmission of mutations 

during meiosis, as contradicting results exist in the literature (e.g.[25, 26]). Most authors 

have argued for a male driven mutation bias, because males have more germline cell-

divisions than females and most mutations originate as replication errors (see [27-29] for 

reviews). However, this can hardly be true as a general, genome-wide explanation, as there 

is also evidence of female-biased mutation rates at specific loci, including the HrU10 [18, 

30]. Thus, more information about germline-specific mutation patterns may provide new 

insights to sex-related factors causing slippage mutations during gametogenesis. 

It has also been postulated that intense sexual selection may lead to elevated 

mutation rates [31]. The logic of this theory is that sexual selection, for example mediated 

through female mating preferences, may give a high selective premium on mutations that 

are beneficial (i.e. preferred by females), even when most mutations are not beneficial and 

will be selected against. This theory may be one solution to the “lek paradox”, which refers 

to the puzzle of how genetic variation can be maintained in characters subject to sexual 

selection [32]. Positive relationships between genetic variation and indicators of strong 

sexual selection have been reported in several studies [33-35]. In particular, a positive 

relationship between mutation rates in DNA minisatellites and the frequency of extra-pair 

paternity (EPP) has been claimed for socially monogamous birds [34, 36], but the evidence 
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has recently been challenged [37]. Whether a similar relationship exists for microsatellites 

has not yet been tested, despite their extensive use in avian parentage studies. 

The nature of microsatellite mutagenesis is difficult to study empirically, especially 

within natural populations of non-model organisms. Large and correct pedigrees are 

required in the form of true identification of both genetic parents for a large number of 

offspring, which may be challenging for both field-work logistics and the availability of 

markers with sufficiently high mutation rates. On the other hand, parentage analyses have 

so far been conducted in more than 150 studies of more than 130 bird species [38], and 

consequently a large body of suitable pedigree data exist from many species. Furthermore, 

particular microsatellites have high variability and are frequently used as heterologous 

markers in parentage across a range of species [39], and can thus be specifically targeted 

for cross-species comparisons. One such marker is the avian microsatellite pentanucleotide 

HrU10 [3]. This microsatellite marker is applicable in several bird species, especially 

within Hirundinidae, and it has been used in several parentage studies [40-45]. HrU10 has 

one of the highest mutation rates ever reported and the mutation rates of this marker have 

also been shown to differ between species [18, 30]. Dawson et al. [46] linked this marker 

to chromosome 18 in the chicken (Gallus gallus) genome.  Moreover, Anmarkrud et al. 

[30] identified an increased HrU10 mutation rate in tree swallows (Tachycineta bicolor) 

compared to barn swallows (Hirundo rustica), and the tree swallow is a species with a 

substantially higher level of EPP than the barn swallow [40, 41]. Together, this makes 

HrU10 a promising candidate marker to test the hypothesis of a positive association 

between microsatellite mutation rates and the frequency of EPP in birds. Here we expand 

the previous data set on tree swallows and barn swallows [30] with mutation data from 

four other hirundine species and an additional population of tree swallows, for which the 

frequency of EPP is known. 

Microsatellite mutation rates might also be affected by the presence of mutagenic 

substances in the environment, such as radioactive isotopes or polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons (PAHs). Ellegren et al. [16] documented increased slippage mutation rates at 

two microsatellite loci in barn swallows breeding in Chernobyl, Ukraine, and exposed to 

radioactive isotopes released into the local environment in the 1986 accident. Similarly, 

exposure to PAHs seems to elevate mutation rates in minisatellite DNA in gulls [47] and 

mice [48] in a polluted industrial area in Hamilton Harbor, Ontario, Canada, though it is 

unknown whether the same effect applies to microsatellite DNA. 
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Here, we report the analysis of 100 germline mutations in the HrU10 marker 

assembled from six species of swallow (Aves: Hirundinidae), whose populations have 

previously been subject to parentage analysis. We ask whether the rate of germline 

mutations differs among the species, and if so, whether this variation can be attributed to 

variation among species in size range of the microsatellite and/or their level of EPP. We 

also wanted to test whether the previously reported female mutation bias in tree swallows 

and barn swallows [30] were upheld in the additional species, and whether we could detect 

any sex-specific mutation patterns across the entire data set. Finally, we ask whether a 

study population of tree swallows in the polluted area of Hamilton Harbour, Ontario, 

showed signs of an elevated mutation rate in this microsatellite as compared to a rural 

reference population studied previously near Lake Opinicon, Ontario [30]. 

 

2. Methods 
2.1 General methods 

A critical assumption underlying analyses of germline mutations is the correct 

identification of both genetic parents. We therefore restricted our analysis to data sets 

containing offspring for which both genetic parents had been identified with a robust 

parentage system (microsatellites or DNA fingerprints/minisatellites) and for which the 

population frequency of EPP had been assessed.  Our six study species belong to two main 

clades within the Hirundinidae family: core martins (purple martin Progne subis, tree 

swallow and sand martin Riparia riparia) and mud nesters (barn swallow, house martin 

Delichon urbicum and fairy martin Petrochelidon ariel) [49]. For three species, the 

mutation data originate from study populations in North America, viz. purple martin in 

Pennsylvania [50], barn swallow [30, 41] and tree swallow [40, 51] in Ontario. House 

martin data were derived from a study population in S Norway [52], the sand martin data 

from a Hungarian population [53] and the fairy martin data from a population in New 

South Wales, Australia [54]. Field procedures and paternity analyses for the barn swallow, 

fairy martin, sand martin and tree swallow are described elsewhere [40, 41, 53, 55]; 

paternity analyses of the purple martin population are based on S.Tarof and B. Stutchbury, 

unpublished data. For genotyping at the HrU10 marker, samples from fairy martin, purple 

martin and sand martin, were sent to our DNA lab at Natural History Museum in Oslo and 

genotyped in the same way as previously done in our lab for the other species. All samples 

that had subject to paternity analysis elsewhere were genotyped with two extra 
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hypervariable microsatellite markers, Aar4 and HrU6, in addition to HrU10, for 

verification of correct parentage assignment. The mutation data for barn swallow and the 

rural population of tree swallow were the same as those reported in Anmarkrud et al [30], 

whereas the parentage analysis and HrU10 genotyping for the house martin and the tree 

swallow population in Hamilton Harbour are described in the Appendix. A table with 

descriptive details of microsatellite variability for all species is also presented there.   

For the screening of HrU10 mutations, we selected a subset of offspring from each 

population for which both genetic parents were already known from previous parentage 

analysis and there were no mismatches according to the markers used for parentage 

verification. Mutations were then defined whenever a HrU10 allele in the offspring had a 

mismatch equivalent to the tandemly repeated pentanucleotide unit in any parental alleles. 

We included only cases of heterozygous offspring, where the offspring’s two alleles where 

verified in the parents. Accordingly, all offspring with potential non-amplifying alleles or 

apparent homozygosity were excluded from the analyses, as suggested by Ellegren [56]. 

We assumed the progenitor allele to be the parental allele with the smallest size difference 

to the mutant allele (cf. Ellegren [56]). All possible mutant alleles were amplified in two 

independent PCR reactions and analyzed twice for verification of the mutation in both 

parent and offspring. For each species, we sequenced between 2 and 52 HrU10 alleles for 

analysis of the microsatellite structure. The sequence data uncovered the same tandemly 

repeated core unit (TTCTC)n in all six species. 

 

2.2 Statistical analysis 

Each offspring allele was scored as either mutant or non-mutant, and we recorded its size 

(bp) and parental origin. We considered each allele as resulting from separate meiotic 

events, and hence treated them as independent units for statistical analysis. There were in 

total three cases of possible clustered mutations (see Results), but as a few cases of more 

than one mutation occurring among offspring from the same parent might also be due to 

chance, we consider the problem of pseudoreplication to be negligible. The probability of 

mutations and directionality of mutations were analyzed by logistic regression models with 

a binominal error distribution and logit link, with respectively mutations (yes/no) or 

directionality of mutations (expansion/contraction) as a binary response variables, and 

parental sex, allele size (bp) as predictor variables. The models were fitted using Statistica 

v7.1 (StatSoft Inc.). Parameter estimates were calculated relative to an intercept 

representing maternally inherited alleles. 
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For analyses of the variation in mutation rates among species, a generalised least-

squares (GLS) test was applied [57, 58] that controls for phylogenetic non-independence 

among species. EPP (proportion of young sired by non-social father) and median allele size 
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estimated, with values ranging from 0 (indicating phylogenetic independence) to 1 

(indicating complete phylogenetic dependence). Likelihood ratio tests were used to 
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followed the phylogeny determined by Sheldon et al. [49] and the analysis was performed 

in R v2.11.1 [59] using the package APE [60]. 

 

3. Results 

3.1 Number of mutations and mutation rates 

A total of 100 HrU10 mutations were uncovered among 3604 meiotic events (parent-

offspring transmitted alleles) (1802 young), equivalent to an overall mutation rate (μ) of 

2.8% (Table 1). The mutation rate varied significantly among the six study species alleles 

(GLZ; �2 = 38.01, P = < 0.001) and ranged from 0.6% in house martins to 10.8% in sand 

martins. The six species also differed in median allele size (Table 1) and there was a 

positive correlation between mutation rates and median allele sizes at the species level 

(Fig. 1a). Notably, the species differentiations in allele size seem to reflect their 

phylogenetic relatedness, as the three species with the longest alleles belong to the core 

martins and the three species with shortest allele sizes are mud nesters [49]. All mutations 

involved a gain or loss of one (96 cases) or two (4 cases) tandemly repeated units, 

consistent to the process of replication slippage [4]. Among the 100 mutations, 60 occurred 

in a maternally inherited allele and 40 in a paternally inherited allele, indicating an overall 

maternal bias in mutation rates (Table 2). Three cases of apparently clustered mutations 

were discovered, that is, siblings with an identical mutant allele from the same parent [61]; 

One in the barn swallows, one in the purple martins, and one in the tree swallows 

(Supplementary data 2). Clustered mutations violate one of the key assumptions in 

population genetic theory, because such mutations can not be considered as independent 

events. However, as the 100 mutations only revealed siblings with identical mutations in 

three cases, the concept of clustered mutations was not considered as a major issue, and 

mutations were treated as independent in the down stream analyses. It should also be 
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addressed that we identified four cases of mutations that occurred in more than one 

offspring from the same parent. Yet, these mutations were not consistent with the concept 

of clustered mutations because the mutations occurred in different inherited alleles. To 

clarify, a parent may transmit either allele A1 or allele A2 to the offspring. In four families, 

a mutation was observed in allele A1 in one sibling, and in allele A2 in another sibling.   

 

3.2 Probability and directions of mutations, allele size and sex 

The probability of mutations increased with allele size and was higher in the female than in 

the male germline (Table 2). ). However, the sand martin clearly differed from the other 

species in having nine of the mutations in the male germline but only two in the female 

germline (Table 1). The sand martin also had longer alleles than the other species, which 

accounted for a nearly significant interaction effect between allele size and parental sex. In 

a model with allele size, parental sex, and their interaction, species was no longer a 

significant predictor of mutation rate (Table 2). 

We also tested for an interaction effect between allele size and parental sex as a 

function of allele size, analysed separately for mutated (n = 100) and non-mutated (n = 

3504) alleles, with the null hypothesis that all mutations, irrespective of allele size, had the 

same probability of originating from either parent. Using a logistic regression, we found 

that allele size significantly predicted the parental origin of the mutations (�2 = 5.89, P = 

0.015), with mutations in longer alleles occurring in the male germline, and those in 

shorter alleles occurring in the female germline. In contrast, allele size did not predict 

parental sex in non-mutant alleles (�2 = 2.18, P = 0.14). In other words, alleles sizes were 

similar in the male and female germline, but those that mutated were longer in the male 

than in the female germline. This analysis does not control for any differences among 

species, but there is no indication that mutation patterns differ among species when allele 

size differences are accounted for (cf. Table 2). 

Among the mutated alleles, the probability of expansions differed between the 

sexes (GLZ; �2 = 21.54, P < 0.001); expansions were more likely than contractions in 

males, whereas no pattern in directionality was detected in maternally transmitted 

mutations (Fig. 2). The direction of the mutation could not be attributed to allele size 

(GLZ; �2 = 0.15.0, P = 0.692).  
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3.3 Probability of mutations and extra pair paternity 

In a species-level comparative analysis, controlling for phylogeny, the species mutation 

rates were positively related to median allele size (GLS: n = 6, r2 = 0.32, t = 11.88, P = 

0.001; � < 0.01) but not to levels of extrapair paternity (GLS: n = 6, r2 = 0.11, t = 1.70, P = 

0.188; � < 0.01) (Fig 1b). 

The mutation rate in the sand martins was considerably higher than for any of the 

other species (Fig. 1b), and may have negated the analysis. Accordingly, we excluded the 

sand martin and re-analysed the test described above (controlling for shared ancestry). Yet, 

the species mutation rates were not related to intensity of EPP (GLS: n = 5, r2 = 0.06, t = 

0.46, P = 0.680, � = 0.99).        

 

3.4 Mutations and PAH exposure 

The observed HrU10 mutation rate for tree swallows in Hamilton Harbor was 5.3 %. The 

corresponding mutation rate in the rural population was 3.4 % [30]. The difference in 

mutation rate was far from statistically significant (GLZ; �2 = 1.60, P = 0.210). When the 

effect of allele size (�2 = 17.17, P < 0.001) was included in the model, there was still no 

between-population effect (�2 = 1.22, P = 0.269). 

 

4. Discussion 

The 100 germline mutations in our data set of genotypes at the HrU10 microsatellite, 

assembled from the six swallow species, typically showed either a loss or gain of one 

repeat unit (5 bp), which is consistent with the mutational process of replication slippage 

[4]. The probability of mutation clearly increased with allele size. When the effect of allele 

size was accounted for, there was no residual variation in mutation rate among species that 

could be attributed to the risk of sperm competition (EPP). Furthermore, there was no 

elevated mutation rate for tree swallows breeding in Hamilton Harbour exposed to 

mutagenic PAHs, as compared with birds breeding at the reference site in a presumably 

unpolluted rural habitat.  However, our study revealed two distinct sex differences in 

mutation patterns of this microsatellite. First, paternally inherited mutant alleles were 

significantly longer than maternally inherited mutant alleles. Second, the direction of 

mutations differed between the sexes, with expansions being more likely in the male 

germline. 
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It is commonly accepted that microsatellite mutation rates are correlated with allele 

lengths (e.g. [11, 17-19, 21-24]). Such a pattern may be explained by longer microsatellites 

being more unstable, with increased probability to introduce errors by the mismatch repair 

systems during replication. Here we have shown that this pattern also extends to a wider 

range of allele sizes when analyzed across species. The HrU10 microsatellite has 

previously been reported to be highly mutable, with elevated mutation rates in longer 

alleles in within species comparisons [18, 30]. However, these studies were based on intra-

specific analyses only. The observed species-specific differences in allele size, and thereby 

mutation rates, may reflect evolutionary history and divergence time between the six 

species. A mutation hypothesis of short microsatellite alleles tending to increase in size and 

long alleles tending to decrease has been put forward [21, 62]. However, in HrU10, we 

found no effect of allele size on the direction of mutation. 

A connection between minisatellite mutation rates and sexual selection, estimated 

from EPP levels, was proposed by Møller and Cuervo [34]. Recently, Amos [37] criticized 

this proposal, claiming that Møller and Cuervo’s methods for calculating mutation rates 

were inadequate. In response to this criticism, Møller & Cuervo strongly corroborated their 

original conclusion, stating that minisatellite mutation rates are positively correlated with 

sperm competition in birds [36]. In our study, no relationship was observed between the 

HrU10 mutation rates and frequency of EPP, but a sample of six species obviously lacks 

the power to reject this hypothesis. Microsatellites mutate through the process of 

replication slippage [4] and mutation rates are likely influenced by local chromosomal 

features such as allele size. Minisatellite mutagenesis is, on the other hand, expected to be 

induced by double strand breaks following gene conversion-like events [63]. Such 

differences in mutation mechanisms between micro- and minisatellite DNA, may explain 

the differences in mutation pattern between the two types of repeated DNA. However, one 

must keep in mind that our study has examined only on one locus, and there is no way we 

can infer generality from our results. 

The Hamilton Harbour population of tree swallows breeds in an area contaminated 

with PAHs and other persistent organic pollutants [64]. These chemical compounds are 

carcinogenic and significantly higher mutation rates have been identified in minisatellites 

in the herring gull (Larus argentatus) and laboratory mice breeding near the same site as 

the tree swallows in Hamilton Harbour, compared to rural reference populations [47, 48, 

65]. However, no such effect was uncovered in the tree swallow population for the HrU10 

microsatellite. Tree swallows are migratory birds that overwinter in the southern USA, 
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Central America and the Caribbean, whereas herring gulls breeding in Hamilton Harbour 

overwinter on the Great Lakes and are thereby likely experiencing more exposure to PAHs 

than the tree swallows. Hence, the relative exposure of the tree swallow to mutagens may 

be insufficient to alter HrU10 mutability to detectable levels. However, sperm cells are 

produced at the beginning of each breeding season [66], and probably after the birds have 

arrived on their breeding grounds in spring. Spermatogenesis also seems sensitive to 

mutagens [67]. In that respect, one may expect elevated mutation rates in the paternal 

germlines, as documented in laboratory mice in the same area [48]. Yet, no sex effect was 

revealed on mutation rate in the PAH-exposed population compared to the rural reference 

population (Table 1). The location of the tree swallow colony was south of the area in 

Hamilton Harbour where herring gulls and mice were exposed to air pollution. Somers et 

al. [68] reported great differences in the amount of PAH contamination reaching the 

exposed mice as a function of hours spent downwind of the Hamilton Harbour industrial 

area. The more southerly location of the tree swallow nest boxes may have resulted in a 

much lower exposure to airborne contaminants.                          

Due to a relatively higher number of cell divisions in the male germlines than the 

female germlines [69], one might expect more germline mutations in paternally than 

maternally transmitted alleles. An over-all male bias in mutation rate is documented for 

base substitutions unraveled in avian sex chromosomes [33, 70, 71]. However, we found 

the opposite pattern for HrU10, i.e. mutation rates were higher in female than in male 

germlines, which is consistent with several previous studies on HrU10 and other 

microsatellite loci in natural populations of birds (Mcyμ8 in superb fairy-wrens Malurus 

cyaneus [17], HrU10 in barn swallows and in tree swallows [18, 30], Fn2.14 and FV2 in 

the lesser kestrel (Falco neumanni) [72]) and other taxa (Ccon70 in Camponotus 

consobrinus [73], Ei8 in the olive ridley sea turtle (Lepidochelys olivacea) [20]). In 

contrast, Primmer et al. [24] documented a tendency for higher microsatellite mutation rate 

in males (HrU9 locus in barn swallows), and several studies based on multiple 

microsatellite loci have found higher mutation rates in male germlines in humans (e.g. [19, 

74, 75]). Perhaps there is no consistent pattern of sex bias in mutation rates for 

microsatellites in general, or for particular microsatellites across species. Instead, our 

results indicate that there was a sex bias related to the length of the microsatellite. 

The observed sex heterogeneity in replication slippage patterns suggests specific 

sex differences during meiosis [76]. Eward et al. [77] documented a striking degree of 

heterogeneity between male and female gametogenesis with respect to regulation of 
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replication licensing, the regulative process ensuring precise chromosomal duplication 

during each cell cycle. Although that study was based on human tissues, important proteins 

for replication licensing regulation that were found to differ between male and female 

gametogenesis (e.g. Cdc6, Geminin) are assumed to be present in most eukaryotic cells 

[78]. One of the replication licensing regulators with sex specific presence in human tissue, 

Cdc6, functions as a docking platform for the minichromosome maintenance (Mcm2-7) 

complex [78], which is associated with helicase activity initiating DNA replication [79, 

80]. Accordingly, one may speculate that different enzymes are active during DNA 

replication in male and female meiosis, and the specific enzymatic properties might 

explain the observed sex dimorphism in replication slippage dynamics.  

In conclusion, we have confirmed previous findings of a strong effect of allele size 

on the likelihood of slippage mutations in a pentanucleotide microsatellite, but also 

detected new patterns of germline effects on the directionality and allele-size dependency 

in mutations. We failed to detect any associations with mating system or environmental 

pollutants, but we will emphasize that such negative results might well be due to a lack of 

statistical power. Overall, our comparative, multi-species approach has facilitated a 

broader perspective on microsatellite mutations as compared with single-species studies. 
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Table 2. Factors affecting the likelihood of mutation in HrU10 alleles as shown in a 

logistic regression model with binominal error distribution (mutation “yes”, n = 100 or 

“no”, n = 3504) and logit link function.   

Term d.f. Estimate St.Error �2 P 

Allele size 1 0.0066 <0.0009 53.88 <0.001 

Parent sex 1 -0.7736 0.3139 6.07 0.014 

Parent sex × allele size 1 0.0017 0.0009 3.34 0.068 

Variable not included in the final model:  

Species 5   4.79 0.443 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Figure 1. Relationship between (a) median allele size (bp) and HrU10 mutation rate per 

generation, and (b) mutation rate and proportion of EPP in the six study species. 

 

Figure 2. Magnitude and direction of change in the 100 mutations in the HrU10 

microsatellite. Data are presented separately for the male and female germline. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 1: 

SAMPLES, HRU10 AMPLIFICATION AND GENETIC ANALYSES 

 

Barn swallow (Hirundo rustica) 

The barn swallow HrU10 data set is the same as in Anmarkrud et al. [1]. A detailed 

description of the specimens, the markers, their variability and paternity analyses are 

described by Kleven et al. [2].    

 

Fairy martin (Petrochelidon ariel) 

Details of field sampling procedures and methodology of paternity analyses are given by 

Magrath & Elgar [3], and the actual study population is described in Magrath et al. [4]. The 

data set for HrU10 mutation analyses consisted of 173 offspring with their genetic parents, 

and all individuals were genotyped at three microsatellite loci, HrU10, HrU6 [5] and Aar4 

[6]. The two latter were used to verify correct parentage for both parents. 145 of the 

offspring had been parentage tested before (M Magrath, unpublished data), whereas the 

remaining offspring (n=28) were genotyped with an additional triplet of microsatellites at 

our DNA lab in Oslo using an additional triplet of markers (Escμ6 [5], Hir5 [6] and Hir6 

[6]) for correct parentage assignment. See Table 1 for microsatellite details and marker 

specific exclusion probabilities. The combined non-exclusion probability for second parent 

(with mother assigned) for the six loci was < 0.00001. The frequency of extrapair paternity 

for the current study colonies was 0.20 of offspring (M. Magrath, unpublished data), which 

was somewhat higher than a previous study on another study population (0.14, Magrath & 

Elgar [3] ). 

A multiplex polymerase chain reaction (PCR) kit (Qiagen) was employed to 

amplify HrU10 (together with HrU6 and Aar4). A 10X primer mix was created consisting 

of 1.0 μM Aar4, 2.0 μM HrU6 and 2.5 μM HrU10 fluorescently labelled with FAM, HEX 

and NED, respectively. The PCR was performed in 6 μL reactions with 1X Qiagen 

multiplex PCR master mix, 1X primer mix, ~50 ng DNA template and dH2O to the 

appropriate volume. The triplet of �����, Hir5 and Hir6 was amplified in a multiplex 

under same conditions. Cycle conditions were as recommended for microsatellites by the 

manufacturer: denaturation in 15 min at 95 °C, followed by 40 cycles with 30 s 



denaturation at 94 °C, 90 s annealing at 57 °C, 60 s extension at 72 °C and 30 min final 

extension at 60 °C. PCR products were genotyped on an ABI3130xl (Applied Biosystems) 

and the results were analysed in the software GeneMapper v3.0 (Applied Biosystems).  

 

House martin (Delichon urbicum) 

The House martin samples all originate from a small study colony in Øvre Heimdalen, S. 

Norway collected over many years 1991-2006).  A parentage analysis of samples from the 

1991 and 1992 breeding season can be found in Whittingham & Lifjeld [7] and was based 

on minisatellite DNA fingerprinting.  DNA extracts of these samples were genotyped with 

the same triplet of HrU10, HrU6 and Aar4, as described for Fairy martins above. Blood 

samples from 1994, 1995, 1998, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2005 and 2006 were analysed with this 

triplet, as well as a second triplet of Ltr6 [8], Phtr2 [9] and Pocc6 [10], for correct 

parentage assignments. Combined non-exclusion probability was 0.002 for the first triplet 

and 0.00006 for the combination of all six markers.  Microsatellite details are given in 

Table 1. For the entire data set, extra-pair paternity encompassed 26 of 70 (37.14%) broods 

and 44 of 277 (15.9 %) the young. 

 

Purple martin (Progne subis) 

Specimens for analysis originate from a study population in Pennsylvania [11] and 

paternity analyses for this population has been performed by S. Tarof (unpublished data). 

HrU10 was amplified, together with Aar4 and HrU6, from within-pair young and their 

respective parents only, as described for fairy martin. The combined non-exclusion 

probability for the triplet of markers was < 0.01. See Table 1 for microsatellite details. The 

frequency of extrapair for the study population is 0.26 (S. Tarof and B. Stutchbury, 

unpublished data), which is slightly higher than in another study population in Maryland, 

USA (0.19; Wagner et al.[12]).  

 

Sand martin (Riparia riparia) 

The study population in Hungary, field work procedures and paternity analyses (DNA 

fingerprinting) are described by Augustin et al. [13]. Only within-pair young and their 

respective parents were selected for analyses with microsatellites. HrU10 was amplified, 

together with Aar4 and HrU6, as described for fairy martins. See Table 1 for microsatellite 

details.  

 



 

 

Tree swallow (Tachycineta bicolor) 

The tree swallow samples originate from two different study populations: one rural nestbox 

population at Queen’s University Biological Station (QUBS), near Chaffey’s Lock, 

Ontario, Canada, studied in 2006, and one nestbox population in Hamilton Harbour, 

Ontario, Canada studied in 2008. The field work and parentage analyses of the QUBS 

population are described by Delmore et al. [14] and all HrU10 mutation data form this 

population have previously been published in Anmarkrud et al. [1]. The Hamilton 

population breeds in an industrial area polluted by PAHs and other persistent organic 

pollutants [15]. PAHs are mutagenic chemical compounds and our intension was to 

compare HrU10 mutation rates in Hamilton Harbour to the reference population at QUBS. 

Paternity analyses and HrU10 genotyping of the Hamilton samples were performed with 

six microsatellites; Aar4, HrU10, HrU6, Ltr6 [8], Tbi104 [16] and Pdoμ5 [17]. See 

Delmore et al.  [14] and Stapleton et al. [18] for microsatellite characteristics. The 

paternity analysis based on the Hamilton samples only, revealed 81.7 % (49/60) of the 

broods to have extra pair offspring and 46.6% (122/262) of the young were sired by extra 

pair males. These rates are very similar to the level of extrapair paternity at QUBS (See ref. 

[14]).  Seventeen germline HrU10 mutations, involving the gain or loss of one or two 

units, were uncovered among the samples obtained from the Hamilton Harbour population. 

Combining these mutations with the previously described HrU10 mutations from the tree 

swallow population in QUBS [1], provide a total of 31 tree swallow HrU10 mutations.  

 



Table 1 (next page). Microsatellite details for fairy martin, house martin, purple martin, 

sand martin and tree swallow. Heterozygosity estimates were performed in Arlequin 

3.5.1.2. [19]. n refers to number of parental individuals in the HrU10 mutation rate 

estimations. a refers to number of alleles. HO an HE is observed and expected 

heterozygosity, respectively. Exact test of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWe p-value) 

was calculated using 1000000 steps in the Markov chain and 100000 dememorization steps 

and performed in Arlequin 3.5.1.2. [19]. Polymorphic information content is given as PIC, 

and average non-exclusion (NE) probability is given for first (1P) and second (2P) parent. 

Range is given in base pairs (bp). Polymorphic information content and non-exclusion 

probabilities were calculated in the software Cervus v3.0 [20].    

  



Locus na a HO HE 

HWe   

p-value PIC NE-1P NE-2P Range (bp) 

Fairy martin (Petrochelidon ariel)     

Aar4 211 14 0.85 0.83 0.21 0.80 0.51 0.34 107-132 

HrU10 195 110 0.76 0.99 0.01 0.98 0.06 0.03 170-496 

HrU6 188 167 0.60 0.99 < 0.01 0.99 0.04 0.02 196-601 

Escμ6 76 35 0.89 0.96 0.08 0.96 0.16 0.09 108-168 

Hir5 77 30 0.90 0.92 0.17 0.91 0.29 0.17 202-278 

Hir6 77 51 0.84 0.97 0.01 0.97 0.12 0.07 193-328 

House martin (Delichon urbicum)     

Aar4 270 20 0.93 0.91 < 0.01 0.90 0.32 0.19 115-149 

HrU10 270 68 0.80 0.97 < 0.01 0.97 0.13 0.07 160-298 

HrU6 271 36 0.75 0.91 < 0.01 0.91 0.29 0.17 150-218 

Ltr6 39 11 0.79 0.79 0.87 0.76 0.57 0.39 185-207 

Phtr2 39 18 0.90 0.93 0.44 0.91 0.30 0.18 98-158 

Pocc6 33 13 0.76 0.82 0.10 0.54 0.54 0.36 178-211 

Purple martin (Progne subis)     

Aar4 87 19 0.93 0.89 0.2 0.88 0.37 0.23 111-146 

HrU10 84 97 0.90 0.99 < 0.01 0.99 0.06 0.03 200-736 

HrU6 84 47 0.87 0.90 0.33 0.90 0.31 0.18 220-369 

Sand martin (Riparia riparia)     

Aar4 63 10 0.79 0.77 0.45 0.73 0.61 0.43 109-126 

HrU10 61 80 0.56 0.99 <0.01 0.98 0.06 0.03 322-721 

HrU6 62 62 0.98 0.98 0.18 0.98 0.09 0.05 150-338 

Tree swallow (Tachycineta bicolor) 

Aar6 120 17 0.89 0.88 0.95 0.87 0.39 0.24 110-142 

HrU10 119 113 0.98 0.99 0.11 0.99 0.05 0.03 189-592 

HrU6 120 86 0.95 0.94 0.11 0.94 0.20 0.12 150-575 

Ltr6 120 11 0.73 0.77 0.56 0.74 0.60 0.42 179-201 

Tbi104 120 13 0.76 0.73 0.24 0.70 0.64 0.45 230-255 

Pdoμ5 120 8 0.77 0.79 0.95 0.76 0.58 0.40 215-231 
a Total number of adult individuals genotyped for each marker. Only families with 

heterozygous HrU10 genotypes were included in the HrU10 mutation study (see main 

article).    
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SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 2 

MUTATION DETAILS FOR EVERY MUTATION EVENTS 

Species No. Adult sex Offspring sex 

Parent allele 

size (bp) 

Mutant 

allele size 

(bp) Rep unit diff 

Single/ 

clustered 

BARN SWALLOW 1 Female Male 231 236 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 2 Female Male 253 248 -1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 3 Male Female 230 235 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 4 Female Female 210 215 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 5 Female Female 226 221 -1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 6 Female Female 246 236 -2 s 

BARN SWALLOW 7 Female Male 581 586 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 8 Female Female 581 576 -1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 9 Male Female 316 321 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 10 Female Female 251 256 1 c 

BARN SWALLOW 11 Female Female 251 256 1 c 

BARN SWALLOW 12 Female Male 213 208 -1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 13 Female Male 216 211 -1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 14 Female Female 241 236 -1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 15 Female Male 235 230 -1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 16 Male Male 398 403 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 17 Female Male 198 193 -1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 18 Female Male 188 193 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 19 Female Male 267 272 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 20 Female Female 294 289 -1 s 



BARN SWALLOW 21 Female Female 253 258 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 22 Female Female 251 246 -1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 23 Male Female 233 238 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 24 Female Male 226 231 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 25 Female Male 268 263 -1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 26 Male Female 398 403 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 27 Male Male 289 294 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 28 Female Male 236 241 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 29 Male Female 348 353 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 30 Female Male 321 316 -1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 31 Male Male 368 373 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 32 Male Female 233 238 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 33 Male Female 208 213 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 34 Female Male 241 236 -1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 35 Male Female 213 218 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 36 Male Female 364 369 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 37 Female Male 225 230 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 38 Female Female 214 209 -1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 39 Male Female 251 256 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 40 Female Male 218 223 1 s 

BARN SWALLOW 41 Male Male 236 241 1 s 

FAIRY MARTIN 1 Male Female 273 278 1 s 

FAIRY MARTIN 2 Female Female 257 252 -1 s 

FAIRY MARTIN 3 Female Female 241 236 -1 s 

FAIRY MARTIN 4 Male Male 345 350 1 s 



FAIRY MARTIN 5 Female Female 232 227 -1 s 

HOUSE MARTIN 1 Male Female 190 195 1 s 

HOUSE MARTIN 2 Male Female 207 212 1 s 

PURPLE MARTIN 1 Female Female 295 300 1 s 

PURPLE MARTIN 2 Female Female 320 325 1 s 

PURPLE MARTIN 3 Female Female 310 305 -1 s 

PURPLE MARTIN 4 Female Male 302 297 -1 c 

PURPLE MARTIN 5 Female Male 302 297 -1 c 

PURPLE MARTIN 6 Male Female 302 424 1 s 

PURPLE MARTIN 7 Female Female 312 307 -1 s 

PURPLE MARTIN 8 Male Female 359 364 1 s 

PURPLE MARTIN 9 Female Female 261 266 1 s 

PURPLE MARTIN 10 Male Male 496 501 1 s 

SAND MARTIN 1 Male Male 507 502 -1 s 

SAND MARTIN 2 Male Female 456 461 1 s 

SAND MARTIN 3 Male Female 593 588 -1 s 

SAND MARTIN 4 Female Female 455 450 -1 s 

SAND MARTIN 5 Male Male 446 451 1 s 

SAND MARTIN 6 Male Male 438 443 1 s 

SAND MARTIN 7 Male Female 436 441 1 s 

SAND MARTIN 8 Male Male 419 424 1 s 

SAND MARTIN 9 Male Female 395 400 1 s 

SAND MARTIN 10 Female Female 534 529 -1 s 

SAND MARTIN 11 Male Male 549 554 1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 1 Female Female 232 222 �2 s 



TREE SWALLOW 2 Male Male 505 510 +1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 3 Female Male 388 398 +2 s 

TREE SWALLOW 4 Male Male 318 323 +1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 5 Female Female 281 276 �1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 6 Male Male 338 343 +1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 7 Male Male 284 289 +1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 8 Female Male 238 233 �1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 9 Female Female 270 275 +1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 10 Female Male 511 506 �1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 11 Female Male 265 270 +1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 12 Female Female 523 518 �1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 13 Female Male 400 405 +1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 14 Female Female 365 360 �1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 15 Male Female 282 287 +1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 16 Male Female 575 580 +1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 17 Female Female 324 319 �1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 18 Male Female 348 343 �1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 19 Female Male 462 457 �1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 20 Female Male 303 298 �1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 21 Female Female 286 291 +1 c 

TREE SWALLOW 22 Female Male 286 291 +1 c 

TREE SWALLOW 23 Female Male 251 246 �1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 24 Male Female 484 489 +1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 25 Female Male 284 279 �1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 26 Male Male 257 252 �1 s 



TREE SWALLOW 27 Male Male 302 307 +1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 28 Female Female 354 349 �1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 29 Female Female 293 298 +1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 30 Female Male 568 563 �1 s 

TREE SWALLOW 31 Female Male 592 580 �2 s 
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